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Abbreviations 

ACD: Anti-Coincidence Detector, also called HVT 

ARF: Ancillary Response File  

ASIC: Application Specific Integrated Circuit  

Atel: Astronomy Telegram  

AXP: Abnormal X-ray Pulsar  

CALDB: Calibration database 

CCD: Charge Coupled Device  

CRP_D: Cosmic Ray Protons induced Delayed background  

CRP_P: Cosmic Ray Protons induced Prompt background  

CsI: Cesium Iodide, short form for CsI(Na) 

CXB: Cosmic X-ray Background  

CXB_A: CXB induced Aperture background  

CXB_N: CXB-induced Non-aperture background  

FOV: Field of View  

FWHM: Full Width at Half Maximum  

GCN: The Gamma-ray Coordinates Network 

Geant4: GEometry ANd Tracking 

GPS: Global Positioning System  

GRB: Gamma-Ray Burst 

GW: Gravitational Wave 

GWEM: Gravitational Wave Electromagnetic counterpart 

HE: High Energy X-ray Telescope  

HDPC: HXMT high level Data Production Processing and Calibration Center 

HMXB: High Mass X-ray Binary  

HSOC: HXMT Science Operation Center  

HSSC: HXMT Science Support Center  

HSUC: HXMT Science User Center  

HVT: HE Veto detector, also called ACD 



 

 

HXMT: Hard X-ray Modulation Telescope  

Insight-HXMT: Insight-Hard X-ray Modulation Telescope 

LE: Low Energy X-ray Telescope  

LMXB: Low Mass X-ray Binary  

LVDS: Low-Voltage Differential Signaling  

ME: Medium Energy X-ray Telescope  

NaI: Sodium Iodide, short form for NaI(Tl) 

PHA: Pulse Height Amplitude  

PI: Pulse Invariant 

PM: Particle Monitor  

PMT: Photo-Multiplier Tube  

PSD: Pulse Shape Discrimination  

PSF: Point Spread Function  

PV: Performance Verification  

QPO: Quasi-Periodic Oscillation  

RMF: Redistribution Matrix File  

RMS: Root Mean Square  

SAA: South Atlantic Anomaly  

SCD: Swept Charge Device  

SEM: Space Environment Monitor  

SFXT: Supergiant Fast X-ray Transients  

SGR: Soft Gamma-ray Repeater  

TGF: Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flash 

TOA: Time of Arrival  

ToO: Target of Opportunity  
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1 Overview 

1.1 Introduction 

Insight-HXMT is China's first X-ray astronomy satellite. It was launched on 15th 

June 2017 and is currently in service smoothly (Zhang et al. 2020a). There are three 

main payloads onboard Insight-HXMT, the high energy X-ray telescope (20–250 keV, 

5100 cm2) (Liu et al. 2020), the medium energy X-ray telescope (8–35 keV, 952 cm2) 

(Cao et al. 2020), and the low energy X-ray telescope (1–12 keV, 384 cm2) (Chen et al. 

2020). The main scientific objectives of Insight-HXMT are: 

(1) to scan the Galactic Plane to find new transient sources and to monitor the 

known variable sources; 

(2) to observe X-ray binaries to study the dynamics and emission mechanism in 

strong gravitational or magnetic fields; 

(3) to monitor and study Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) and Gravitational Wave 

Electromagnetic counterparts (GWEM). 

The Insight-HXMT Data Analysis Software (HXMTDAS) and the CALDB have 

been updated frequently and the latest version (V2.02) has been released in December 

of 2019. The GTI calculations have been updated and the corrections for the collimator 

deformations have been added (the effective areas will decrease by 2–3% after 

corrections). To facilitate the analysis of the GRB data, the Insight-HXMT GRB Data 

Analysis software (version: beta 1.1) has been released as well. 

Users can download Level-1 data products on the Insight-HXMT website 

(http://hsuc.ihep.ac.cn/web). Members of core science team can apply for core 

observation data in the proprietary period; PI of guest observation can download the 

corresponding data; the data beyond the proprietary period or ad hoc ToO observation 

data are open access. Up to Dec. 31 2019, 1164 data product and 230 GRB data has 

been publicly released. 

http://hsuc.ihep.ac.cn/web
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AO-02 will be finished on July 31, 2020, and the observation of the proposals is 

summarized in Chapter 13. This is the third cycle of Announcement of Opportunity 

(AO-03). 

1.2 Dates and Deadlines 

Important dates for this announcement (in Beijing Time, UTC+8): 

Begin time: Apr. 30, 2020 

Deadline: May. 31, 2020 

Final approved program: Jul. 31, 2020 

Start of AO-3 Observations: Aug. 1, 2020 

End of AO-3 Observations: Jul. 31, 2021 

1.3 Observation Time Allocation and Data Rights 

(1) 47 Ms exposure duration in total is available in this announcement, the ratio for core 

proposals and guest proposals is 2:3, as shown in Table 1-1. 12 Ms is for non-ToO 

observations (non-outbursting or non-transient sources) and 35 Ms is for ToO 

observations (outbursting or transient sources), of which approximately 10% may 

be triggered in Cycle-03. All the approved observations will be Graded with A 

(30%), B (50%), and C (20%), respectively, and “C” might be observed depending 

on the available time allocation. In addition, about 2 Ms will be reserved for the ad 

hoc observations, such as ToO or calibration observations. 

Table 1-1 the approved exposure durations for different types of proposals. 

Type 

Exposure 

duration for 

core proposals 

(Ms) 

Exposure 

duration for 

guest proposals 

(Ms) 

Exposure 

duration in sum 

(Ms) 
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Non-ToO 

observations 
ToO observations 

Core Proposals 
4 (2.5 for galactic 

plane survey) 
14 18 

Guest Proposals 6 21 27 

Calibration 

Proposals 
2 0 2 

(2) The core proposals are submitted only by the core science group leaders, which 

should be discussed and determined in the group. Data rights are shared within the 

core science group members during the data proprietary period. 

(3) The core science group members may submit the guest proposals, and follow the 

data policy of guest proposals. 

(4) Proposals about the Galactic Plane scan, background observations and calibration 

observations are only open to the core science group now. 

(5) Joint Proposals are open to coordinate observations with other ground telescopes or 

satellites. If approved, the proposer should secure the required observation times of 

other facilities prior to sending the trigger request to Insight-HXMT and coordinate 

all observations accordingly. 

(6) The data proprietary period of AO should be one year for pre-approved non-ToO 

observations, and three months for pre-approved ToO observations, if not specified 

otherwise. 

(7) “PhD Research Program”: 20% of the data in the regular observations can be 

protected for PhD research. The PhD advisors in the core science groups may apply 
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for the data protection for specified periods in the proposals. If approved, the data 

will not be released publicly during the proprietary periods. 

(8) Ad Hoc ToO observations can also be applied for data protection. If approved, the 

data proprietary period should be three months, the same as for the pre-approved 

regular ToO observations. Otherwise, Ad Hoc ToO data will be released 

immediately. 

(9) Approved but not yet fully executed Class-A non-ToO observations in AO-2 will 

be moved to AO-3, and thus do not need to be re-proposed again; all other approved 

but not yet fully executed AO-2 observations will need to be proposed again with 

scientific justifications. 

1.4 Useful Links 

Submit via the website (registration needed): http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/proposal.jspx 

Instructions for proposal submission: http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/170.jhtml 

Observation time estimator: http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/calc/calc.jsp 

Target Visibility Predictor: http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/TargetVisibilityPredictor/ 

Bright source warning tool: http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/soft/soft2.jspx 

Spectrum simulation tool: http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/soft/user_spec_2020.zip 

Instructions for proposal submission: http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/170.jhtml 

Proposal forms download: http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/282.jhtml 

List of Sources observed: http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/ygclb.jhtml 

Data Policy: http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/xgzc/174.jhtml 

Insight-HXMT core team composition and paper authorship rules: 

http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/xgzc/173.jhtml 

Insight-HXMT publications: http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/lw.jhtml 

http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/proposal.jspx
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/170.jhtml
http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/calc/calc.jsp
http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/TargetVisibilityPredictor/
http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/soft/soft2.jspx
http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/soft/user_spec_2020.zip
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/170.jhtml
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/282.jhtml
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/ygclb.jhtml
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/xgzc/174.jhtml
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/xgzc/173.jhtml
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/lw.jhtml
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2 Science Programs and Core Science Team 

2.1 Insight-HXMT Science Programs 

Similar to most of the astronomical space telescopes in the international community, 

there are two major science programs for Insight-HXMT in terms of scientific 

observation, data analysis and associated research. 

1) Insight -HXMT Core Science Program 

Insight-HXMT Core Science Program aims at taking full advantages of Insight-

HXMT with high cadence and long duration observations which may have strong 

international competitiveness and high scientific value. The Core Science Program is 

formulated by Insight-HXMT core science team members. 

2) Insight-HXMT Guest Science Program 

Insight-HXMT Guest Science Program is made of observations not already 

included in the Core Science Program, which can be proposed by individuals or teams 

from both domestic and international astronomy communities, and selected by the 

dedicated review panel. Insight-HXMT Guest Science Program is open to the whole 

international scientific community without any condition. 

2.2 Insight-HXMT Core Science Team 

The Insight-HXMT Core Science Team consists of three types of members: 

1) Insight-HXMT team members, including the proposers of HXMT, members of 

HXMT payloads and HXMT Science Center. 

2) Domestic members, domestic scientists who are interested in contributing to the 

Insight-HXMT core scientific research. 

3) International members, international scientists who have either made significant 

contributions to Insight-HXMT or recommended by cooperation organizations that 

contributed to Insight-HXMT. 
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A brief description of the responsibilities and rights of the three types of Insight-

HXMT Core Science Team members is given below. 

2.3 Insight-HXMT team members 

Major responsibilities: 

1) Complete the payload development and performance tests. 

2) Study the space environment's impact on payload performance. 

3) Participate in the payload calibration. 

4) Participate in the HXMT in-orbit operation organized by HSDC. 

Major rights: 

1) Claim authorship in all scientific publications coming out of the Insight-HXMT Core 

Program observations during the data proprietary period. The order of authorship is 

classified in the Appendix. 

2) Participate in/quit from any Core Science Group once approved by Insight-HXMT 

principal investigator (PI). 

2.4 Domestic members 

Domestic members are scientists who are the leading researchers in the related field 

and are interested in contributing to Insight-HXMT core scientific research, and are 

divided into several Core Science Objectives Groups. Proposals for Insight-HXMT 

Core Science Objectives are solicited among domestic astronomy community, while 

the submitted proposals will be reviewed and selected by a peer review committee 

composed of domestic and international experts. The peer review committee 

determines the Core Science Objectives and the constitution of the corresponding 

proposal groups, as well as the observation time for each Core Science Objective. 

Subsequently, the Insight-HXMT HSDC will formulate the corresponding observation 

schedules for these Core Science Objectives. 
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Major responsibilities: 

1) Justification of the Core Science Objectives, including scientific value, observation 

simulation, observation time estimation and observation schedule. 

2) Complete the Insight-HXMT white papers for proposed objectives and publish it as 

key elements of the Insight-HXMT user manual or scientific publications. 

3) Cooperate with HSDC on scheduling observations for the approved Core Science 

Objectives. 

4) Accomplish the data analysis of the proposed Core Science Objectives in high quality 

and manage to publish the results. 

5) The retrieved data can ONLY be accessed by authorized groups/members during the 

data proprietary period. 

6) Collaboration with a third-party organization/scientist is ONLY allowed once 

permitted by a peer review committee or PI during the data proprietary period. 

7) Apply all kinds of resources required to accomplish the requirements listed above, 

including funding and computation support. 

Major rights: 

1) Use the data from the Core Program observations during the data proprietary period, 

including possible collaboration with a third-party organization/scientist with an 

approval from a peer review committee or PI. 

2) Participate in all kinds of major scientific research projects organized by PI, with 

funding support. 

3) Apply scientific research projects based on Insight-HXMT Core Science Objectives, 

with funding support. 

2.5 International members 

International scientists who have made significant contributions to Insight-HXMT 

or been recommended from cooperation organizations can either apply to join a specific 

Insight-HXMT Core Science Group proposed by domestic members or submit new 
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Insight-HXMT Core Science Objectives proposals to be reviewed by a peer review 

committee led by PI. The peer review committee will oversee the following review and 

approval. International members shall have the same rights as domestic Insight-HXMT 

core science members once the proposals are approved by the peer review committee. 

International collaborations are very welcome and foreseen to stipulate the 

scientific research of Insight-HXMT. International scientists who have NOT made 

direct contribution to Insight-HXMT are encouraged to participate in the collaboration 

groups of the Insight-HXMT Core Science Objectives. Application for collaborating 

with Insight-HXMT core science groups/members is required and shall be submit to 

the associated Core Science Group leader (the application forms are available online) 

and the PI. Once approved, they can access the data products during the proprietary 

period. 
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3 Insight-HXMT Satellite and Telescopes 

3.1 Overview 

The overview of Insight-HXMT mission is taken from Zhang et al. (2020a). Fig. 

3-1 shows the cartoon figure of the Insight-HXMT satellite in-orbit. The satellite 

consists of two cabins, the payload cabin and the platform cabin. All telescopes are 

installed in the payload cabin, which is on the top of the satellite. The total weight of 

Insight-HXMT satellite is about 2, 700 kg, and its designed lifetime is four years. 

Insight-HXMT is operating in Low Earth Orbit with an altitude of 550 km and an 

inclination angle of 43°. The pointing accuracy, attitude measurement accuracy and 

attitude stability are 0.1° (3σ), 0.01° (3σ) and of 0.005°/s, respectively. 

 

Fig. 3-1 A cartoon of Insight-HXMT. 

There are three main payloads onboard Insight-HXMT, the High Energy X-ray 

telescope (HE), the Medium Energy X-ray telescope (ME) and the Low Energy X-ray 

telescope (LE). The supplementary instrument named Space Environment Monitor 

(SEM) is also installed on the satellite to monitor the particle environment of the 

satellite. Each payload contains several devices showing distinct functions, as described 
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in Table 3-1. Fig. 3-3 shows the details of the collimators in the three X-ray telescopes 

onboard Insight-HXMT. Table 3-2 lists the FOVs and orientations of these collimators. 

 

Fig. 3-2 Layout of main instruments onboard the Insight-HXMT satellite. 

LE consists of three detector boxes marked dark green color in the left bottom panel; 

HE consists of eighteen detectors in the middle panel; ME consists of three detectors 

boxes with gray color. Two star-sensors are also mounted onboard Insight-HXMT and 

located in the center and left side in this figure. The colors in the figure are adopted to 

show different devices, rather than the real ones. 
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     LE                        ME                       HE 

Fig. 3-3 Top left panel: Collimators of the three X-ray telescopes of Insight-HXMT. Top right and 

bottom panels: FOVs of HE, ME and LE. 

Table 3-1 Sub-systems and functions of each telescope and payload onboard Insight-HXMT 

No. Detectors Devices Functions 

1 HE 

Main 

detectors 

With 18 NaI/CsI detectors, to observe the 

sources in the FoV defined by collimators in  

the energy band of 20–250 keV by using NaI, 

and to monitor the all-sky unocculted by the 

Earth in gamma-ray band (0.2–3 MeV) by using 

CsI. 

Collimators 

To define the Field of View for HE Main 

detectors. It consists of 18 collimators.16 

collimators are narrow-FOV of 1.1°×5.7°. 2 

collimators are wide-FOV of 5.7°×5.7°. 

Anti-

coincidence 

detectors 

By detecting the penetrated charged particles, it 

provides anti-coincidence signals to the main 

detectors to eliminate the background signals in 
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main detectors induced by these charged 

particles. 

Particle 

detectors 

Three identical devices, which continuously 

detect the flux of high energy particles in space. 

In-orbit 

calibration 

detectors 

Based on the hard X-ray photons at 59.5 keV 

from the radioactive source 241Am, they can 

adjust AGC of the main detectors, and tag the 

typical arriving times of these event photons. 

HE power-

controller 

boxes 

Control-centers of HE sub-systems, which are 

used to monitor the in-orbit status of the 

detector, collect, package and deliver the data.  

HE power-

supply 

boxes 

Supply power for the detectors and execute the 

remote control-instructions. 

2 ME 

ME 

detectors 

Consists of 3 detector boxes. Each box is 

composed of Si-PIN detector-array, read-out 

electronics, collimators and shading covers. 

Energy range is 5–30 keV. 

Collimators 

To define the Field of View for ME detectors. It 

consists of 54 collimators.48 collimators are 

narrow-FOV of 1.0°×4.0°. 6 collimators are 

wide-FOV of 4.0°×4.0°. 

ME 

electronic 

controllers 

Control the data-management of the sub-

systems, and execute the remote control-

instruction, and supply power for ME devices. 

3 LE 

LE 

detectors 

Consists of 3 detector boxes. Each box is 

composed of SCD detector-arrays, read-out 

electronics, collimators and filtering film. 

Energy range is 1–15 keV. 

Collimators 

To define the Field of View for LE detectors. It 

consists of 90 collimators. 63 collimators are 

narrow-FOV of 1.6°×6.0°. 21 collimators are 

wide-FOV of 4.0°×6.0°. 6 collimators are wide-

FOV of 60.0°×2.5°. 

LE 

electronic 

controllers 

Control the data-management of sub-systems, 

and execute the remote control instruction, and 

supply power for LE devices. 

4 SEM SEM 

Detect the flux of the charged particles, and to 

some precise it discerns the direction of 

particles, protons/electrons. SEM supplies 

spectrum with low resolution. 

5 

Supporting 

structure 

(SS) 

Main 

structure 

Provide the platform for the sub-systems 

installation of these payloads, fulfilling the 

requirements of the installation and mechanism. 
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Table 3-2 FOVs and orientations of HE, ME and LE Collimators 

Payload Numbers. of 

Collimators 

FOVs Orientations 

HE 

5 1.1°×5.7° 0° 

5 1.1°×5.7° 60° 

5 1.1°×5.7° -60° 

1 5.7°×5.7° -60° 

1 5.7°×5.7° 60° 

1 1.1°×5.7° (blocked) 0° 

ME 

15 1°×4° 90° 

15 1°×4° 30° 

15 1°×4° -30° 

2 4°×4° 90° 

2 4°×4° 30° 

2 4°×4° -30° 

1 1°×4° (blocked) 90° 

1 1°×4° (blocked) 30° 

1 1°×4° (blocked) -30° 

LE 

20 1.6°×6° 90° 

20 1.6°×6° 30° 

20 1.6°×6° -30° 

6 4°×6° 90° 

6 4°×6° 30° 

6 4°×6° -30° 

2 1.6°×6°, 4°×6° (blocked) 90° 

2 1.6°×6°, 4°×6° (blocked) 30° 

2 1.6°×6°, 4°×6° (blocked) -30° 

2 (Large) 60°×2.5° 90° 

2 (Large) 60°×2.5° 30° 

2 (Large) 60°×2.5° -30° 
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3.2 High energy X-ray Telescope (HE) 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The overview of Insight-HXMT/HE is taken from Liu et al. (2020). HE is 

composed of eighteen groups of detector units. Every unit consists of a NaI(Tl)/CsI(Na) 

crystals phoswich detector and a collimator. In addition, HE contains in-orbit 

calibration detectors and switch boxes, anti-coincidence detectors, particle-monitors 

(PM) and corresponding mechanical structure, as described in Fig. 3-4. 

 

Fig. 3-4 (Left) HE Main Detector array. (Right) Illustration of a HE main detector. 

HE detector performs in hard X-ray band 20–250 keV. To supply space modulation 

for the direct demodulation imaging, the FOVs of eighteen collimators are mounted in 

three different directions; in-orbit calibration detectors are used for gain-control and 

spectral calibration; to decrease the particle background, the anti-coincidence detectors 

are adopted to shield the charged particles in space. The particle detectors are utilized 

to monitor the particle flux to protect the main detectors and anti-coincidence detectors 

with high voltage when the particle flux is too high. 
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HE detector contains 18 groups of compound crystal detector-arrays. Each detector 

unit is composed of a cylindrical NaI(Tl)/CsI(Na) phoswich scintillation detector with 

a diameter of 19 cm (i.e., geometrical area of 283.5 cm2) and the total geometrical area 

is 5100 cm2. Due to the photoelectric effect in the NaI(Tl), the X-ray photons could 

deposit energy, which is used to measure the energy spectra and arrival times of the 

hard X-ray events. The latter CsI(Na) is primarily used as an active shielding detector 

to reject background events incident from the backside within the solid angle of 2π. The 

scintillation signals of these two types of crystals can be read out by a shared 

Photomultiplier Tube (PMT) and selected by Pulse Shape Discrimination (PSD) 

technique for selecting good events, during which energy is deposited only in the NaI(Tl) 

scintillator rather than in CsI(Na). To eliminate the side-effect of the evolving 

temperature on the detector, HE detector adopts the active temperature-control to 

maintain the temperature at 18±2℃. 

There are 18 collimators, designed for the 18 detectors accordingly. The FOV of 

15 collimators is set to 1.1°×5.7° and two collimators are 5.7°×5.7°. Specifically, one 

collimator with a FOV of 1.1°×5.7° is covered by a 2 mm-thick tantalum lid, which is 

used to measure the local background of HE and is called a blocked detector. All the 18 

collimators are divided into three groups and separated with orientation of 60° in the 

payload, which form the FOV of 5.7°×5.7°. The collimator allows the access of photons 

from special direction, rather than from other directions. The collimator is grid structure，

which is made of material with strong X-ray absorption. The size of the grid determines 

the FOV of the collimator, e.g., the FOV of 1.1°×5.7° is made of grids with 6 mm × 30 

mm × 300 mm (width × length × height). The distribution of 18 HE main detectors and 

18 collimators is shown in Fig. 3-5. The top is the collimator, the middle is the 

NaI(Tl)/CsI(Na) phoswich crystal, and the bottom is the PMT reading out the 

fluorescence produced during the interaction between X-ray photons and the crystal. 

The function of the in-orbit calibration detector depends on radioactive source 

241Am and plastic scintillator. 241Am with radioactivity of about 200 Bq is embedded 
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into a small plastic scintillator, which is installed in the grid, and close to the injection 

window of the corresponding detector. The calibration source emits the 59.5 keV 

photons and the 5.5 MeV α particle, which are detected by the main detector and the 

plastic scintillator, respectively. If these two signals are detected simultaneously, the 

signal is tagged as calibration events. Based on the variation of calibration events (the 

good events produced by the 59.5 keV photons in the detector), HE power-control box 

adjusts the high-voltage of the PMT of the main detector to stabilize the gain of the 

main detector. 

The particle-monitor (PM) is used to measure the flux of the high energy protons 

and electrons. When the flux is higher than a critical value, the PMTs in the main 

detectors and the anti-coincidence detectors would be closed to protect the tubes. There 

are three PMs mounted in HE payload. A PM is composed of a plastic scintillator, a 

photomultiplier tube, a high voltage unit and electronic circuit. The plastic scintillator 

is designed to be a cylinder with height of 10 mm and diameter of 10 mm, the top and 

side surface of which are both painted with reflection material. The above system is 

packaged with Teflon, plastic hat and 1 mm aluminum sheets. The lower energy 

threshold of PM is 1 MeV (20 MeV) for electrons (protons). The fluorescence could be 

produced by the collision of the charged particles with the plastic scintillator. The 

fluorescence signal detected by PMT (0.5 inch) is processed in HE power-control box. 

HE main detector cannot perform the scientific observation when the environment is 

filled with many charged particles (e.g., in SAA) with the protection of the PM. 

Anti-coincidence detector (ACD) is embedded into the front of the main detector, 

and consists of 6 top detectors and 12 side-surface detectors. ACD is designed as an 

active veto detector, i.e., screening the background event produced by the injected 

charged particles within the solid angle in the main detector. The ACD output signal is 

processed in HE power-control box. In the good event data of each main detector, 18 

digits of BOOL type strings define the signal in the 18 ACD when the event appears. 
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We can manually choose suitable anti-coincidence events during the offline data 

reduction. 

HE power-control box manages the signal processing and control of all detectors, 

and exchanges data with the data-manage system of the satellite via LVDS and 1553B. 

To assure the accuracy of times, HE power-control box receives the synchronized time 

signal from the satellite and 5 MHz time signal at the same time.  

 

Fig. 3-5 (Left) HE Main Detector array. (Right) Illustration of a HE main detector 

3.2.2 Gain Modes 

The gain of NaI/CsI detector is mainly controlled by the High Voltage of the PMT, 

which converts the scintillation light produced by NaI/CsI crystals to the electric signals. 

To meet various observation requirements, two gain modes are designed for the HE 

NaI/CsI detectors: NOrmal Mode (NOM) and Low Gain Mode (LGM). The measured 

energy ranges for NaI and CsI are different in these two gain modes, as listed in Table 

3-3. 

Change of gain mode must be implemented by telemetry commands. Please note 

that, gain mode will affect the energy range of both NaI and CsI detectors of HE, thus 

the gain mode (either NOM or LGM) should be specified explicitly in any proposal that 

uses HE telescope. 
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Table 3-3 Two gain modes for HE main detectors. The LGM is primary used to monitor the 

gamma-ray sources such as GRB, thus this mode is used to call GRB mode. Cited from Liu et al. 

(2020) 

Gain Mode 

NaI Energy 

Range 

(keV) 

CsI Energy Range 

(keV) 
Notes 

NOrmal 

Mode 

(NOM) 

20–250 40–600 
Normal HV for PMT. Enable 

the auto-gain control.  

Low Gain 

Mode 

(LGM) 

100–1250 200–3000 
Reduced HV for PMT. 

Disable the auto-gain control. 

 

3.2.3 Observation Scenarios of HE 

HE can observe the sky with two observation scenarios: 

(1) Pointed or scan observation: By using NaI/CsI detectors, HE can detect hard 

X-ray emission in 20–250 keV from the celestial sources within the FOV defined by 

collimators. HE can do pointed observation to a specific source, or scan observation to 

a small sky area. 

(2) Gamma-ray all-sky monitoring: Gamma-ray photons with energy greater than 

~200 keV from all directions can penetrate the spacecraft and to be detected by the CsI 

detectors. Thus, CsI can monitor the gamma-ray all-sky with the only exception of the 

occulted region by the Earth. This gamma-ray all-sky monitoring is an extended 

capability for HE and inapplicable for ME or LE. 

Please note that these two scenarios can work simultaneously. 
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Fig. 3-6 Illustration of HE observation scenarios. Red arrows depict x-ray photons incident 

within the FOV of collimator while cyan arrows represent gamma-rays that can penetrate the 

satellite structure. These two observation scenarios can work simultaneously. 

 

3.2.3.1 Pointed or scan observation 

The primary observation scenario of HE is the pointed observation mode or scan 

observation mode, both of which use the NaI as the main detector and detect sources 

within the FOV of collimator in 20–250 keV. The CsI detectors mainly act as the anti-

coincidence and shielding to reduce the background of NaI. 

Fig. 3-7 shows the detection efficiency of HE detectors, and Fig. 3-8 the energy-

dependent energy resolution. 
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Fig. 3-7 the detection efficiency of 18 HE detectors in the whole energy range. The blue data 

points are obtained from the calibration experiments, and the red from the simulations (Liu et al. 

2020). 

 

Fig. 3-8 the energy resolution of HE. The black points are obtained from the calibration  

experiments and the red line is the fitted line. 
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3.2.3.2 Gamma-ray all-sky monitoring 

Apart from the observation of hard x-ray photons incident within the FOV of 

collimator, HE can detect the gamma-ray photons with energy greater than 100~200 

keV from all directions, which can penetrate the spacecraft, experience complicate 

processes and leave energy deposition in the CsI detectors. The FOV of this gamma-

ray all-sky monitoring is all sky un-occulted by the Earth. 

To improve the energy range of CsI for gamma-ray all-sky monitoring, HE main 

detector will switch to the Low Gain Mode by tele-command during the observation 

periods when the NaI measurement in 20–250 keV is not needed. 

As shown in Fig. 3-9, the payload coordinate is used to define the incident angle 

(zenith angle θ and azimuthal angle φ) of gamma-ray source. 

  

Fig. 3-9 (Left) Definition of the payload coordinate. (Right) Illustration of the incident angle 

(zenith angle θ and azimuthal angle φ) of gamma-ray sources (S) in the payload coordinate. 

There are 18 CsI detectors in HE, denoted as HED-0, HED-1, …, HED-17 

respectively. The dependence of the total effective area on the energy and incident angle 

of gamma-rays is shown in Fig. 3-10. Because the effective area mainly varies with the 

zenith angle θ and has little dependence on the azimuthal angle φ, the effective area 

curve for each θ is calculated by averaging over the φ in 0–360 deg. 
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Fig. 3-10 Effective area of the CsI detectors to the gamma-rays. Normal mode and Low Gain 

Mode are shown in Left and Right panels respectively. Each line represents the effective area for 

each zenith angle θ (shown in the legend) averaged in azimuthal angle φ from 0 deg to 360 deg 

(Luo et al. submitted). 

Shown in Fig. 3-11 is a comparison of effective area between Insight-HXMT/CsI 

and other gamma-ray monitors in operation. 

 

Fig. 3-11 Effective areas of Insight-HXMT/CsI and other gamma-ray monitors in operation. An 

averaged effective area over the unocculted sky is plotted for Fermi/GBM (NaI) (Luo et al. 2020). 

Since CsI can detect gamma-rays from all incident angles, the FOV of the gamma-

ray monitoring is the all-sky unocculted by the Earth, as shown in Fig. 3-12. 
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Fig. 3-12 the FOV of Insight-HXMT as a gamma-ray all-sky monitor at 2019-09-28T13:13:48.400. 

The blue region represents the occulted sky by the Earth, which changes with time, while the 

yellow region is the FOV of HE collimator. 

Energy resolution of all 18 CsI detectors and energy response of a CsI detector 

(HED-0) are shown in Fig. 3-13 and Fig. 3-14. 

 

Fig. 3-13 Energy response of HE CsI detector in NOrmal Mode (Left) and Low Gain Mode 

(Right) (Luo et al. 2020). 
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Fig. 3-14 Energy response of HE CsI detector (HED-0 as an example) in NOrmal Mode (up 

panels) and Low Gain Mode (bottom panels). Incident angles in the format of (θ, φ) are shown in 

the legend (Luo et al. 2020). 

The total background rate of 18 CsI detectors varies from 5000 to 12000 counts/s, 

depending on the geolocation of the satellite, the solar activity and geomagnetic activity. 

In addition, Low Gain Mode has lower background than NOrmal Mode. Since the 

effective area also depends on the incident angle, the GRB detection sensitivity of CsI 

is determined by the incident angle of GRB, the geolocation of satellite and the gain 

mode of the NaI/CsI detector. 

Since Insight-HXMT does not have in-flight trigger and real-time downlink, all 

GRBs are found by the ground search of the CsI event data. Both blind search and 

targeted search have been implemented in the GRB processing pipeline. By using a 

much finer search parameter, targeted search could find weaker GRBs than blind search. 

In general, the Insight-HXMT detection sensitivity to GRB prompt emission (in 0.2–3 

MeV) could reach ~8 × 10-8 erg/cm2 (10–1000 keV), as shown in Fig. 3-15. 
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Fig. 3-15 GRBs jointly detected by Insight-HXMT and Fermi/GBM. Those GRBs in green could 

be found by both blind search and targeted search, while red ones are only revealed by targeted 

search (C. Cai in prep). 

Since event data is recorded for CsI detector, the time accuracy of gamma-ray 

monitoring data is about several microseconds. In addition, CsI detector has an effective 

area of thousands square centimeters, which allows CsI to measure the fine temporal 

features of GRBs in MeV band. Fig. 3-16 gives the Light curve of GRB170904A 

detected by Insight-HXMT/HE CsI detector. 

 

Fig. 3-16 Light curve of GRB170904A detected by Insight-HXMT/HE CsI detector. Fine temporal 

features (e.g. spikes) are seen with high statistics. 
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Insight-HXMT can also monitor the MeV pulsars with this gamma-ray all-sky 

monitoring observation scenario. Especially, gamma-ray emission from the Sun and the 

Earth could be monitored as well, including Solar Flares and Terrestrial Gamma-ray 

Flash (TGF). 

TGF is a very short period (~0.1 ms) of gamma-ray emission produced in the 

lightning process. Insight-HXMT can detect about 100 TGFs/year. Observation data of 

a typical TGF is shown in Fig. 3-17. Shown in Fig. 3-18 is the distribution of sub-

satellite points of Insight-HXMT when TGFs were detected. Most TGFs were produced 

in the active region of lightning. 

 

Fig. 3-17 Observation data of TGF180515. (Left) scatter plot of event data. (Right) Light curve of 

the TGF. Dashed green lines indicate the time interval of T90. 

 

Fig. 3-18 Distribution of sub-satellite points of Insight-HXMT when TGFs were detected. Red are 

TGFs with lightning association while white are without lightning association. 
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3.3 Medium energy X-ray telescope (ME) 

The overview of Insight-HXMT/ME is taken from Cao et al (2020). ME is designed 

to describe the X-ray radiation properties of the X-ray source in the medium X-ray band, 

which is helpful to study the variability in the multi-band and the spectrum in the broad 

X-ray band of the source (coupled with HE and LE). It covers 5–30 keV and displays 

energy resolution of about 3 keV, total geometrical area of 952 cm2, and main FOV of 

1°×4° (FWHM). 

ME consists of three detector boxes (MED1，MED2，MED3) and a power-control 

box (MEB). Fig. 3-2 and Fig. 3-3 show the layout of these detectors (installed on one 

side of HE), where the directions of their long sides are separated by 60°. Power-control 

box locates inside the payload of the satellite. ME detectors consist of some Si-PIN 

arrays, divided into nine independent detector-units, with three units constituting one 

detector box. The collimator is installed on the top of the detector. A detector unit is 

further divided into six detector modules, each of which contains 32 Si-PIN detectors. 

To obtain high energy resolution with lower noise, Si-PIN detectors should work in low 

temperature. The in-orbit shade cover serves as a heat conductor, transmitting the 

detector heat to the radiative surface to ensure the detector temperature lower than -

10℃. 

Fig. 3-19 displays the structure of ME detector, including the radiative cooling 

panel, collimator and some plug-in components. 
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Fig. 3-19 the structure of the ME detector case. 

The radiative cooling panel, contacting with the detector-component, can transmit 

the detector heat to the radiative surface to ensure the detector temperature ranging from 

-40 to -10℃. The Si-PIN detector is designed with the thickness of about 1 mm, and 

pixel scale of 56 mm2. When X-ray photons reach the detector base, X-ray photons lose 

all or part energies through photoelectric and Compton processes, which induce the 

formation of the electron-vacancy pair. Due to the existence of the inner electric field, 

these electron-vacancy pairs would be collected by the electrodes, forming the electric 

signal. The energy resolution (FWHM) is ≤3 keV@20 keV in working temperature 

ranging from -40 to -10℃. 

The collimator is designed to set a limit on the FOV of the telescope. ME 

collimators involve large and small FOVs, which facilitate the background analyses. 

There are 54 detector modules, 45 of which are covered by collimators with the FOV 
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of 1°×4°. A detector with a small FOV shows high spatial resolution and low probability 

of source contamination, and is applicable to observe point sources and diffuse sources 

with a small scale; especially in the scanning observations, the detector displays the 

same observation advantage. Six modules adopt collimators with the large FOV of 

4°×4°, displaying large FOV area, which is helpful to search for and further observe 

diffuse sources. The other three modules are equipped with blocked collimators, which 

can measure the background events of the leaked sources and charged particles. Fig. 3-

20 shows one unit of ME collimator. 

 

Fig. 3-20 One unit of ME collimator. 

The pixel area of a Si-PIN detector is positively correlated with electric capacity, 

and the latter is positively correlated with the noise of the electric charge amplifier. In 

order to keep the energy resolution of the system, the area of the detector should be 

smaller than some value. However, due to the physical requirement, the area of a single-

pixel detector should be larger than a value, to avoid the complexity of the readout 

electronic circuit and high power-consumption of the system. Eventually, the scale of 

the pixel is chosen as about 50 mm2, i.e., 12.5 mm × 4.5 mm (56.25 mm2), after many 

trials. At present, there are 54 ME modules, and 32 detector pixels in each module, all 

aluminum 

tantalum plate 
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of which is read-out by one VA32-TA6 chip. That is, there are 1728 Si-PIN detector 

pixels with the area of 952 cm2. In each ME box, there is a collimator installed with the 

radioactive source, which is applied for calibrating the energy resolution and signal 

amplitude of the in-orbit calibration detector. In the detection energy range of ME sub-

system (5–30 keV), the in-orbit calibration adopts the radioactive source 241Am. That 

is, based on the radiation at 17.8 keV, the count rate should be 16, and the activity of 

radioactive source is 1 μCi. 

Each ME detector box has 9 independent plug-in components, and each component 

possesses two independent modules. There are 16 Si-PIN detector packages, and each 

package contains 4 Si-PIN pixels, adhered to the plug-in copper plate. The shell of the 

detector is ceramics, and its top is covered with an aluminum alloy frame with tantalum 

foils inserted inside and Be windows.  

Fig. 3-21 shows ME plug-in component. 
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Fig. 3-21 the structure of one MED plug-in component 

Fig. 3-22 shows the detection efficiency of ME telescope. Here the decay of the 

efficiency below 13 keV is caused by the trigger threshold of the readout ASIC chip. 

Fig. 3-23 shows the measured spectrum of the radioactive source Am-241, with the 

energy resolution of about 3 keV@17.8 keV. 
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Fig. 3-22 the detection efficiency of Insight-HXMT/ME. The duty-cycle of the collimator is 

considered, and the area of the collimator is smaller than 850 cm2. 

 

Fig. 3-23 the energy spectrum of Am-241 detected by Insight-HXMT/ME. The three peaks in the 

low energy band locate at 13.9, 17.8 and 21 keV, respectively, and the one in the high energy band 

at 59.5 keV. 
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3.4 Low energy X-ray telescope (LE) 

The overview of Insight-HXMT/LE is taken from Chen et al (2020). LE mainly 

performs observations with high energy resolution (150 eV@5.9 keV) and high time 

resolution (1 ms) in 1–15 keV. LE contains 3 independent detector boxes, controlled by 

a power-control module. Each box includes 8 detector modules, and each module has 

4 CCD236. The area of each box is 128 cm2, and hence the total area is 384 cm2, as 

described in Fig. 3-24. 

There are eight collimators in each LE detector box, seven long collimators and a 

short one. Each long collimator contains 4 collimation units, and each short one has 2 

units, i.e., a total of 30 collimation units. The height of the long collimator is 53.5 cm, 

 

Fig. 3-24 the structure of one LE detector box. The top gray part is the collimator, and the semi-

transparent part is the block cover. 
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including 3 FOVs of 1.6°×6.0° and one FOV of 4.0°×6.0°. Every LE detector unit 

contains two blocked long collimators, i.e., those with FOV of 1.6°×6.0° and 4.0°×6.0°. 

The height of the short collimator is 27.5 cm, including two units with FOVs of 

50~60°×2~6°. 

In all, according to the classification of the FOV unit, the FOVs of three boxes of 

the LE collimator involve 60 FOVs of 1.6°×6.0°, 18 FOVs of 4.0°×6.0°, 6 blocked 

FOVs, and 6 all-sky monitors FOVs of 50~60°×2~6°. 

Fig. 3-25 describes the layout of FOV units of distinct collimators in the same 

detector box. 

 

 

Fig. 3-25 the layout of LE collimator FOV units. 

LE collimator is produced by the integrated wire cutting process, its bottom flange 

connects with the installation plate, and the optical blocking filters (OBFs) 

radioactive source  
FOVs of 1.6°×6° 

blocked (FOVs of 1.6°×6° and 4°×6°) 

FOVs of 4°×6° 

FOVs of 50~60°×2~6° 
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mechanically strengthened by Ni frames are fixed on the top of the collimator. With the 

protection of special-shaped ventilation holes distributed on the top of the collimators, 

the optical blocking filters can survive the severe airflow impact during the satellite 

launch. To avoid possible material disturbing the function of the CCD, the bottom of 

the collimator is packaged by the dustcover. The normal collimators are attached around 

with 0.2 mm thick tantalum plates to reduce the background induced by gamma-rays 

and charged particles in space. The tantalum plates are also pegged by screws. Fig. 3-26 

describes the structure of the long collimator, shade cover and dustcover. 

 

Fig. 3-26 the structure of the long collimator, shade cover and dustcover in LE. 

The short collimator (see Fig. 3-27) is pegged with transverse tapered stiffener with 

the taper of 15°, bottom width of 8 mm and height of 18 mm. Whereas the stiffener 

blocks partial injected light, decreasing the theoretical FOV of the collimator 
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(50~60o×2~6o). Thus, the top surface of the collimator is designed as a bevel to offset 

the partially blocked light. The maximal height of the short collimator is 27.5 mm, and 

the minimal height is 16 mm. This kind of collimator can supply a large FOV to monitor 

the bright source in the large sky-area. The collimator is also packaged in the shade 

cover and dustcover. 

 

Fig. 3-27 the front face and the backside of the short collimator in LE. 

The soft X-ray filtering film allows the penetration of the soft X-ray radiation, and 

screens the optical and ultra-violet light to LE’s CCD, which can effectively decrease 

the noise of the observation. In order to resist the vibration during satellite launch and 

the background noise, the filtering film should satisfy the mechanical strength and 

radiation resistance, but also allow the penetration of the soft X-ray radiation as much 

as possible. Thus, the filtering film is composed of aluminum shell, polyimide shell and 

Ni frame. Here the aluminum shell (with thickness of 200 nm) can inhibit the optical 

radiation, polyimide shell (with thickness of 400 nm) can strengthen the mechanical 

performance of the film, and the Ni frame can supply the stability of the whole film. 

The swept charge device (SCD) is adopted as the detector of LE. SCD is a kind of 

special CCD, which can quickly output the information of the injected X-ray photons 

by discarding the position information, with time resolution of 1 ms. Due to small dark 

current, low electric capacity, and low noise, SCD displays good energy and time 

resolution, with lower detection energy threshold down to 1 keV. CCD236 is a SCD 

detector jointly developed by IHEP and e2v-company (see Fig. 3-28), applying 

virtual/real output to reduce common mode noise, and the chip area of each detector is 
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4 cm2. In the CCD236, there are many small electrodes, which collect the electrons 

produced during the low energy X-ray photons (1–15 keV) injecting the CCD236. The 

number of the electrons is positively correlated with energy deposition of the incident 

X-ray photons. The electrons can reach the output point, and can be converted into the 

voltage signal via the interior front end charge sensitivity amplifier. 

 

Fig. 3-28 the structure of CCD236 and its readout (installed in the center of the detector). 

SCD may amplify its dark current due to the damage by the radiation from the 

charged particles in space. In order to control its noise within 4 years, SCD should work 

at a very low temperature of -80℃~-30℃. Thus, the detector should be separated from 

the electronic part, and the heat produced by the detector should be transported to the 

filtering film via the heat tube and further radiates to space. According to the radiation 

examination, the energy resolution of LE detector would deteriorate from 140 eV@5.9 

keV@-50℃  to 220 eV@5.9 keV@-50℃  finally, due to the illumination of the 

charged particles. In Fig. 3-29 the detection efficiency of LE is plotted, and the 

temperature-dependent energy resolution is measured in Fig. 3-30. 
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Fig. 3-29 the detection efficiency of LE. The horizontal axis is in units of keV (Li X.B. et al. 2020). 

 

Fig. 3-30 the energy resolution of LE. The red curve is the profile without radiation, and the blue 

is that considering proton radiation with the dose for 4 years. 

3.5 Space environmental monitor (SEM) 

The overview of Insight-HXMT/SEM is taken from Zhang et al (2020a). The Space 

Environment Monitor (SEM) is to monitor the charged particle environment of the 

satellite, which can be used in the estimation of the in-orbit background of the 

telescopes. SEM has 18 individual detector units, among which one is to measure the 

spectrum of electrons in 0.4 to 1.5 MeV, one to measure the spectrum of protons in 3 to 

150 MeV, and the other 16 units to measure the particle fluxes in different directions, 

as described in Fig. 3-31. Both the electron spectrometer and the proton spectrometer 

have seven energy channels.  
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Fig. 3-31 the structure of SEM. The two detectors in grey color are the electron spectrometer 

(left) and the proton spectrometer (right), and all others measure particle fluxes from different 

directions. 

More details about SEM are summarized as Table 3-4. 

Table 3-4 the main technique parameters of SEM 

 Particle direction 

detector 

Electron 

spectrometer 

Proton spectrometer 

Numbers 16 1 1 

FOV(FWHM) 180°×15° 30° 40° 

Energy band 

(FWHM) 

≥200 keV 

(electron) 

1.5–200 MeV 

(proton) 

0.4–1.5 MeV (6 

channels) 

＞1.5 MeV (1 

channel) 

3–150 MeV (6 

channels) 

＞150 MeV (1 

channel) 

Time 

resolution 

1 s 
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3.6 Characteristics of Insight-HXMT telescopes 

The main parameters of all three telescopes are listed in Table 3-5. The effective 

areas of the three X-ray telescopes are shown in Fig. 3-32, the background spectrum in 

Fig. 3-33, and sensitivities in Fig. 3-34 and Fig. 3-35, respectively. 

Table 3-5 Characteristics of Insight-HXMT telescopes 

Payloads HE ME LE 

Detectors NaI/CsI Si-PIN SCD 

Detector area (cm2) ~5100 952 384 

Energy band (keV) 

Normal mode:  

20–250 (NaI) 

40–600 (CsI) 

Low Gain mode: 

100–1250 (NaI) 

200–3000 (CsI) 

 

8–35 1–12 

FOV (FWHM) 

Pointed or scan 

observation: 

18 collimators, 

including 16 FOVs of 

1.1°×5.7° (one 

blocked), 2 FOVs of 

5.7°×5.7° 

Gamma-ray 

monitoring: all-sky 

unocculted by the 

Earth 

3 detector boxes, 

each of which 

contains 16 

FOVs of 1°×4° 

(one blocked), 2 

FOVs of 4°×4° 

3 detector boxes, 

each of which 

contains 21 FOVs 

of 1.6°×6° (one 

blocked), 7 FOVs 

of 4°×6° (one 

blocked), and 2 

FOVs of 50~60°

×2~6° 

Energy resolution 

(FWHM) 
≤17%@60 keV 15%@20 keV 2.5%@6 keV 

Point source 

resolution (20σ) 
1' (1σ) 

Time resolution 4 µs 240 µs 1 ms 
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Fig. 3-32 the effective areas of the three telescopes (HE, ME and LE) of Insight-HXMT (Zhang 

S.N. et al. 2020a). 

 

Fig. 3-33 the background spectrum of Insight-HXMT detectors. 
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Fig. 3-34 Sensitivity of pointing observations of the three Insight-HXMT detectors (100 s, 3σ). 

The dashed line is the estimation considering only the statistical fluctuations, and the solid line is 

that including systematic errors of the background (the systematic errors of HE, ME and LE are 

1%, 2% and 2% of their backgrounds, respectively). 
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Fig. 3-35 the time-dependent sensitivity of pointing observations of the three Insight-HXMT 

detectors (3σ). The energy ranges of LE, ME and HE are 1–6 keV, 10–20 keV, and 30–100 keV, 

respectively. The dashed lines are the estimation considering only the statistical fluctuations, and 

the solid lines are that including the systematic errors of the background (the systematic errors of 

HE, ME and LE are 1%, 2% and 2% of their backgrounds, respectively). 
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4 Core Sciences 

4.1 Introduction 

Insight-HXMT has better capability in sky survey for weak and variable sources 

than other hard X-ray telescopes, thanks to its large effective area and narrow field of 

view in hard X-ray band. Insight-HXMT will survey the Galactic plane frequently. It 

will perform deep and high cadence survey of hard X-ray transient sources in the galaxy, 

produce the catalog of hard X-ray sources in the galaxy, and find some new hard X-ray 

variable sources or new phenomenon of hard X-ray emission. Insight-HXMT has a very 

wide energy band (1–250 keV) that covers both soft and hard bands of X-ray binaries. 

HE (20–250 keV) has the largest effective area among the space telescopes with narrow 

field of view (FOV), which is an advantage in observing the X-ray binary outbursts and 

evolution in low/hard spectral state. Its soft X-ray band covers the energy as low as 1 

keV and has adequate energy and time resolution. It can avoid the problem of detector 

saturation (photon pile-up) when observing bright sources, and has advantages in 

observing bright sources in soft X-ray energy band and outbursting sources in high/soft 

spectral state. Thus, Insight-HXMT will bring broad-band and high statistical 

observation samples for bright and outbursting sources in 1–250 keV. Such results can 

be used to study systematically on each spectrum of outburst and evolution of an X-ray 

binary, such as the low/hard state and high/soft state, to study the basic properties of a 

BH, the accretion disk behavior near its horizon, and to measure its spin. It will also 

help us to understand the basic characteristics of NSs, to study the magnetospheric 

characteristics and measure the magnetic field strength of NSs surface. For the 

overview on the mission and recent progresses please refer to Zhang et al. (2020a). 
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4.2 Main topics of Insight-HXMT scientific study  

4.2.1 Galactic plane scanning survey and source monitoring 

4.2.1.1 Scientific objectives 

X-ray binaries containing NSs or BHs mostly distribute in the Galactic plane and 

the Galactic center, and active at different time scale in the X-ray band. Each sky survey 

and monitor of the Galactic plane and center in history have found new activities of 

known sources and new transient sources. There have been intensive observation 

campaigns with international multiple wave bands, observatories and space-ground 

coordination. Insight-HXMT is expected to find new activities of known sources, 

organize joint observations in multiple wave bands and with multiple observatories, 

study the diversity of the activities of high energy sources. It will also aim at finding 

new transient high energy sources, make follow-up identification and studies, and 

understand the diversity of high energy sources. 

With the sky survey of INTEGRAL and Swift, it has been found that many hard X-

ray sources in the Galaxy are transients, which are mainly dominated by X-ray binaries. 

The source catalogue up to December 2019, given by INTEGRAL/ISGRI, lists 939 

sources (Bird et al. 2016). Among them about 39% (369 sources) are AGNs, and 32% 

are X-ray binaries, in which includes 129 HMXBs, 116 LMXBs and 56 cataclysmic 

sources. The result of 70-months sky survey in hard X-ray energy band by Swift/BAT 

concludes that 1171 sources (4.8σ) are detected (14–195 keV) by BAT from December 

in 2014 to September in 2019 (Baumgartner et al. 2013). There are 711 AGNs including 

261 obscured AGNs. There are 281 sources in the Galaxy, including 186 X-ray binaries. 

The detector area of ISGRI (1000 cm2) is smaller than that of BAT (5243 cm2), but its 

FOV is smaller (50% encoded, 361 deg2 for ISGRI and 3800 deg2 for BAT). Thus, the 

former possesses a better sensitivity and is mainly focus on the sky survey on the 

Galactic plane. 
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HE onboard Insight-HXMT has large geometrical areas of ~5100 cm2 in the hard 

X-ray band and much smaller FOV (~6 deg2) than INTEGRAL, hence it is also suited 

for Galactic plane survey, especially in finding hard X-ray sources with shorter time 

scales. The scan sensitivity of HE is less than 10 mCrab with the exposure time of 1 

kilo-second, which is shorter than that inferred from BAT (48 mCrab per kilo-second) 

and ISGRI (22 mCrab per kilo-second). Hence Insight-HXMT might find some sources 

of a few mCrab with short time scale in the hard X-ray band from its Galactic plane 

survey. 

Some new types of hard X-ray sources have been found through the Galactic plane 

survey with the present hard X-ray telescopes, e.g., INTEGRAL found anomalous X-

ray pulsars and magnetar outbursts. One of the main scientific objectives of Insight-

HXMT is to find new types of hard X-ray sources or outbursts. The potential new types 

of hard X-ray sources or outbursts include: (1) X-ray binaries might have relatively 

weak X-ray radiation at short time scale, which cannot be detected by the previous hard 

X-ray detectors due to their low sensitivity at short time scales. (2) Some hard X-ray 

sources cannot have normal outbursts with increasing accretion in many cases, or even 

cannot reach the accretion corresponding to failed outbursts. Their hard X-ray emission 

might weak, which is normally generated by up-scattering soft X-ray photons in the 

corona. Their time scale might be short and the energy released by the accreted material 

cannot produce bright X-ray outbursts. Since many of the present detectors have large 

FOV, high background and thus low sensitivity, it is highly possible that those sources 

have not been detected. The detection and follow-up study of such sources might 

become an important scientific objective of the Insight-HXMT Galactic plane survey. 

4.2.1.2 Observation strategy 

The Galactic plane survey is carried out with the small sky area scan mode, in 

which the whole Galactic plane is divided into many small patches (each with a size of 

10 deg2) and scanned patch by patch. When considering the angle between the satellite 

pointing and the Sun must be larger than 70 deg, the visible time of each zone is about 
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six months for each year. The visibility and visible efficiency of 22 observed zones are 

listed in Fig. 4-1. When making the scanning strategy, observed zones with high 

efficiency come first. 

 

Fig. 4-1 visibility and visible efficiency of 22 observed zones 

 

4.2.1.3 Sensitivity analysis 

（1） Analysis 

A small sky area scan of Insight-HXMT covers a circular area with diagonal radius 

about 7~10 deg. In the original observation strategy, the Galactic plane is divided into 

18 patches, each with a radius of 10 deg. After the launch of the satellite, 4 patches are 

added in the Galactic center to cover the whole Galactic bulge. The index and the 

position of the scanning center of each patch are listed in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 Division of the Galactic plane  

Number Galactic 

longitude 

Galactic 

latitude 

View time (mm-

dd) 

nH (1022 cm-2) 

GalP01 0 0 03-12~09-27 0.787 

GalP02 20 0 03-22~10-07 0.992 

GalP03 40 0 04-02~10-20 1.16 

GalP04 60 0 04-17~11-06 0.94 

GalP05 80 0 05-10~12-04 1.15 

GalP06 100 0 06-17~01-10 0.805 

GalP07 120 0 07-25~02-11 0.743 

GalP08 140 0 08-19~03-02 0.845 

GalP09 160 0 09-03~03-14 0.65 

GalP10 180 0 09-15~03-25 0.624 

GalP11 -160 0 09-25~04-04 0.597 

GalP12 -140 0 10-06~04-16 0.66 

GalP13 -120 0 10-20~05-04 0.617 

GalP14 -100 0 11-12~06-02 0.932 

GalP15 -80 0 12-18~07-13 1.01 

GalP16 -60 0 01-23~08-15 1.11 

GalP17 -40 0 02-15~09-04 1.16 

GalP18 -20 0 03-01~09-17 1.2 

GalP19 10 0 03-17~10-02 0.89 

GalP20 -10 0 03-06~09-22 0.994 

GalP21 30 0 03-27~10-12 1.076 

GalP22 -30 0 02-22~09-10 1.18 

The radius of the scanned region is 10 deg, the distance between adjacent scanning 

lines is between 0.1–1.0 deg with 0.1 deg interval, and the scanning speed along each 

scanning line can be set as 0.01 deg/s, 0.03 deg/s or 0.06 deg/s. When considering 

different intervals and scanning speeds, there are 9 combinations. Table 4-2 lists the 

scanning parameters and the exposure time of the three detectors, namely LE, ME and 

HE. 

Considering the scanning area with a size of 10 deg × 10 deg, the scan time of each 

FOV can be calculated as 

ST = (20/scanning interval + 1) × (20/scanning speed) × [FOV] / 100 
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Table 4-2 Scan parameters of the Galactic plane survey and the exposure time of the three 

detectors. 

Number Scan 

parameters 

(scanning 

interval, 

scanning 

speed) 

Exposure time (ks, only consider small FOV, 

without considering Earth occultation and 

SAA) 

HE 

(1.1°×5.7°) 

ME 

(1°×4°) 

LE 

(1.6°×6°) 

s1 (0.1, 0.01) 25.2 16.1 38.6 

s2 (0.1, 0.03) 8.4 5.4 12.9 

s3 (0.1, 0.06) 4.2 2.7 6.4 

s4 (0.2, 0.01) 12.7 8.1 19.4 

s5 (0.2, 0.03) 4.2 2.7 6.5 

s6 (0.2, 0.06) 2.1 1.3 3.2 

s7 (1.0, 0.01) 2.6 1.7 4.0 

S8 (1.0, 0.03) 0.9 0.6 1.3 

S9 (1.0, 0.06) 0.4 0.3 0.7 

Considering the factors of detector response, particle background level of detector, 

background of the galactic diffuse emission and detection efficiency, the sensitivity is: 

𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝑛𝜎 ∙ √𝐵0 + 𝐵𝑔

𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝐸) ∙ 𝑓𝑠 (𝐸) ∙ ∆𝐸 ∙ √𝜂 ∙ 𝑇
 

where nσ is significance, T is scan time, Aeff is the effective area, B0 is the background 

of the detector and CXB, Bg is the radiation flux of the Galactic plane, ΔE = E/2. 

The parameter η is the ratio of the exposure time to the total scan time. Due to the 

effect of the Earth occultation and SAA, η is between 50%–90% when the scanning 

region is visible. After applying the scan plan optimization, the ratio of the effective 

observation time can be increased to 90%. fs is the observation efficiency for scanning. 

The position of a target source will deviate from the FOV center during scanning. 

Considering the effect of PSF when the target source appears in the different position 

of the FOV, the mean value of fs is taken as 0.25. 
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With the significance set to be 5σ, the results of the galactic center and anti-galactic 

center are shown in Fig. 4-2 and Fig. 4-3. The parameters of S1–S9 in Table 4-1 and 

Table 4-2 correspond to the color curve lines of red, blue, green, blue-green, green, 

purple, purple, yellow and black, respectively. The unit of the vertical axis is Crab. 

 

Fig. 4-2 Scan sensitivity in the Galactic center. 

 

Fig. 4-3 Scan sensitivity in anti-Galactic center. 

To discover new sources quickly and improve the scan efficiency, fast and repeated 

scans of each patch of the Galactic plane are adopted. The initial parameters of the scan 

are: the scanning radius is 10 deg, the scanning interval is 1 deg, the scanning speed is 

0.06 deg/s. One such scan lasts for 2.3 hours and the corresponding exposure time of 

the detectors are shown in Table 4-3. 
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Table 4-3 Scan parameters and exposure time of fast scan. 

Scan parameters 

(scanning 

interval, scanning 

speed) 

(deg, deg/s) 

Exposure time (ks, only consider small FOV, without 

considering SAA and Earth occultation) 

HE 

(1.1°×5.7°) 

ME (1°×4°) LE 

(1.6°×6°) 

(1.0, 0.06) 0.4 0.3 0.7 

 

With such a fast scan strategy, the sensitivity of each patch with a single scan is 

shown in Fig. 4-4. 

 

Fig. 4-4 Sensitivity of an individual scanning observation of each patch under the fast scan 

strategy (different colors represent 22 different patches). 

（2） Numerical calculations 

From the relationships of the SNRs and fluxes of all known sources derived by 

analyzing the in-orbit scan data, the 5σ sensitivities for an individual scanning 

observation under the fast scan strategy, are deduced to be 3 mCrab (LE), 20 mCrab 

(ME) and 18 mCrab (HE), which are consistent with the numerical predictions (Guan 

et al. 2020). 
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4.2.1.4 Preliminary results 

By 28th November 2019, Insight-HXMT has carried out 1322 small sky area 

scanning survey, which had fully covered the Galactic plane (Fig. 4-5). Data from each 

small sky area scan is analyzed with the data analysis software, while both sky maps 

and light curves of the sources being monitored are produced. Fig. 4-6 shows the result 

of an individual scanning observation, where the left one is the reconstructed sky map, 

while the right one is the comparison between the observed count rates and the 

predicted count rates in three groups of LE detectors with three different orientations. 

So far Insight-HXMT has been monitoring more than 2128 known sources (Fig. 4-7). 

Fig. 4-8 takes Swift J0243.6+6124 as an example, which shows the long-term 

monitoring light curves of the three detectors, namely LE, ME and HE, respectively. 

More information on the monitored light curves and the source catalogue is available 

on the official website of Insight-HXMT. Besides monitoring the known sources, one 

of the scientific objectives of Insight-HXMT Galactic plane survey is to find new 

sources. Now some candidate sources have been found. Some of them are confirmed to 

be new sources that have just undergone outbursts. For example for MAXI J1727–203, 

Insight-HXMT detected its outburst on the same day when MAXI discovered it: its flux 

is 49.4+/-1.5 mCrab with significance of 33.8σ (shown in Fig. 4-9). For Insight-HXMT 

publications on Galactic plan survey please refer to Sai et al. (2020), and the map with 

revised direct demodulation method (see Guan et al. 2020). 
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Fig. 4-5 Exposure map of the Galactic plane survey (Sai et al. 2020). 

 

 

Fig. 4-6 Data processing result of an individual scanning observation with an improved direct 

demodulation method. The left one is the reconstructed sky map, while the right one is the 

comparison between the observed and predicted count rates in three groups of LE detectors with 

three different orientations (Guan et al. 2020). 
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Fig. 4-7 Distribution of known sources monitored by Insight-HXMT in the galactic coordinate 

axis for LE, ME and HE, respectively. The red dots indicate SNR > 3, the blue dots indicate SNR 

<= 3, and the green dots indicate the catalog sources from Swift & Integral & MAXI (Sai et al. 

2020). 
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Fig. 4-8 Long-term monitoring light curves of Swift J0243.6+6124 (Sai et al. 2020). 

 

Fig. 4-9 Insight-HXMT detected the outburst of MAXI J1727–203: its flux is 49.4+/-1.5 mCrab 

with significance of 33.8σ. 
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4.2.1.5 Core proposals 

The main scientific outputs of Insight-HXMT Galactic plane survey are the source 

catalogue with light curves and energy spectra of some sources. 

The primary mission of the core science group on the Galactic plane survey and 

monitoring scientific objectives are: for the new activities of known sources, organize 

multi-wavelength coordinated observations; for the new discovered transient sources, 

organize the follow-up identification and study. The corresponding core proposals shall 

be focused on: (1) with other ground and space observation equipment, the proposals 

should be on the details and feasibility for multi-wavelength observations and 

identification. (2) Based on the Galactic plane survey source catalogue with the light 

curves and energy spectra of some sources, relevant studies can be explored. 

4.2.2 High cadence monitoring of accreting BH and NS systems 

4.2.2.1 Introduction of scientific objectives 

There are different types of activities taking place in BHs and NS binaries in Galaxy, 

e.g., state transition. Some rotation-powered PSRs have shown long-term evolution of 

spin period. However, the mechanism of those long-term behavior and evolution remain 

unclear. Thus, long-term high cadence monitoring to BHs and NSs is necessary in order 

to obtain more observation samples. 

4.2.2.2 Outburst evolution of BH Binaries 

Different X-ray spectral states can be distinguished during an outburst of BH 

binaries, in which the low/hard state and the high/soft state are the most typical states.  

Low/hard state is dominated by the hard X-ray emission, which corresponds to the 

Comptonization of soft photons in a hot corona. In the low/hard state, the spectrum is 

hard and soft X-ray is weak. Sometimes a reflection component of the corona from the 

accretion disk can be observed, accompanied by a Fe fluorescent structure. As to the 

fast variability (e.g. timing) characteristics, QPO signals and large rms related to the 

light curve are present. Insight-HXMT can measure the broad band spectrum in 1–250 
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keV in the low/hard state of a BH binary, which gives more accurate estimations of the 

source luminosity and accretion rate. Meanwhile, it has significantly increased the 

sample of the complete broad band spectra in the low/hard state. 

Insight-HXMT also has advantages in analyzing the fast variability in the low/hard 

state: analyzing the time variability in frequency domain (e.g. power density spectrum) 

gives a better understanding on the physical properties of the accretion flow and jet near 

the BH. For instance, the basic geometric structure of disk-corona can be studied 

through the time lag spectrum from the reflection component in disk-corona. With 

observations in radio and other multiple energy bands, the relation between the jet and 

QPOs in the low/hard state during the outburst can be explored. Further, a combined 

spectral-timing analysis in broad energy band allows us to study the basic radiation 

mechanism of the energy extraction of a BH. 

A typical transient BH binary in outbursts evolves from the low/hard state through 

the intermediate state to the high/soft state. In the high/soft state, the radiation mainly 

comes from the blackbody radiation of the accretion disk, which is characterized by 

high accretion rate, small inner radius of accretion disk, weak hard X-ray emission and 

relatively steady flux (RMS has the minimum value). During the high/soft state, the 

accretion disk is much closer to the BH. Several measurements can be obtained by 

analyzing its energy spectrum and time variation: to attain the information of the 

innermost stable orbit and BH spin, to constrain the BH mass through the noise and 

cutoff frequency of its power spectra (McHardy et al. 2004), and to test the low 

frequency QPO signals corresponding to the anticipated GR precession (Ingram et al. 

2010). Insight- HXMT has a modest area in soft X-ray band, which has no obvious 

advantage than other telescopes in operation. However, a BH X-ray binary is usually 

very luminous in the high/soft state of an outburst. The energy spectrum obtained with 

a focusing telescope usually suffers from severe pile-up effects in soft X-ray band 

below about 3 keV. The design of a focusing and imaging detector normally focuses on 

imaging capability of weak sources, which has relatively poor timing resolution that 
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restricts on studying the light curve on short time scale. RXTE in 3–20 keV has more 

advantages (area and timing capability) than Insight-HXMT, but stopped operation in 

2012. Thus, for observations on BH binaries in high/soft states, the LE and ME onboard 

Insight-HXMT, which have good timing resolution and negligible pile-up effect, have 

clear advantages in energy spectrum measurement in soft X-ray and even more 

advantages in studying fast variability. 

4.2.2.3 Outburst evolution of NS binary system 

Depending on the mass of the companion star, NS X-ray binaries are divided into 

two types: low mass X-ray binary (LMXB, with companion mass less than 2 solar 

masses) and high mass X-ray binary (HMXB, with companion mass higher than 5 solar 

masses) (van den Heuvel 2009). They are also divided into persistent sources and 

transient sources. In LMXB, the companion transfers matter to the NS through Roche 

Lobe. Most of LMXBs behave as transients due to their unstable accretion disk and 

thermonuclear burst on the surface of NS (Frank et al. 2002). In HMXB, the companion 

is usually an O/B star or Be star. The NS captures the plasma from the stellar wind 

produced by the companion star. NSs with O, B stars are usually persistent sources with 

X-ray luminosity larger than ~1036 erg s-1. While NSs with Be stars are usually 

transients with X-ray luminosity between ~1033 and 1037 erg s-1. However, super giant 

stars as companions have also been found in some transient NSs recently (SFXT, Sguera 

et al. 2005). 

The X-ray radiation and evolution in LMXB originate from the NS surface and its 

accretion disk. Therefore, studying the spectral and timing properties of NS binary 

provides valuable Insights in understanding the strong gravitational field theory, GR 

theory and accretion disk structure and evolution. 

In HMXB, when a magnetized neutron star accretes matter from a companion star 

via stellar wind, the accreted matter is finally funneled along the field lines onto the 

magnetic poles. Generally, the magnetic axis and the rotation axis are not aligned. The 
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beam pattern shows structures that can be interpreted as pencil and fan-beam 

configurations. The appearance of beam patterns depends on the luminosity and energy 

(Meszaros et al. 1988). Thanks to the large effective area and the wide energy range of 

Insight-HXMT, the relationship between the luminosity and P/P_dot can be well 

studied. Cyclotron resonance line forms during the outbursts of the source, whose 

energy increases with the magnetic field strength. For the NS with magnetic field close 

to the typical value (~1012 G), the electric cyclotron resonance line may appear in hard 

X-ray energy band. Therefore, Insight-HXMT, with its broad energy band in 1–250 keV, 

is perfectly capable to study the cyclotron resonance line in high magnetic field, which 

can be used to measure the magnetic field of NS in HMXB. 

SFXTs have short time outburst and long recurrent time, telescopes with large FOV, 

e.g., INTEGRAL/IBIS and Insight-HXMT/HE (in scan model), are extremely suitable 

for finding such sources. The Insight-HXMT observation will enlarge the sample of 

SFXT and allows us to study the differences among different types of SFXT. Long-time 

and continuous monitoring on SFXT can help us to study their observation characters, 

which includes outburst frequency, orbit parameters (i.e., semi-major axis, orbit period 

and eccentricity, these parameters are incomplete for most of SFXT). In addition, it can 

also help us to trace the whole outburst process (only works for those sources that have 

periodic outbursts), to search for the possible cyclotron resonance line in spectrum, and 

provide direct proof of magnetic field of NS in SFXT. Therefore, the Insight-HXMT 

observation of SFXT may reveal the nature of SFXT and relationship between SFXT 

and classic HMXB. 

4.2.2.4 Outburst evolution of magnetars 

Magnetars are a special type of NSs, which have strong magnetic field, long spin 

period, short time scale and luminosity higher than that powered by rotation. There are 

two kinds of magnetars: anomalous X-ray Pulsars (AXPs) and soft Gamma Repeaters 

(SGRs) (Duncan & Thompson 1992). They have long spin period and large period 

derivative. The magnetic field might excess the critical value according to the deduction 
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of dipole magnetic radiation. Magnetar has much higher X-ray luminosity than that 

powered by rotation, and has strong activity in X-ray energy band (giant flare, outburst 

and glitch). These dramatic actions contain plentiful information, which could help us 

to understand the energy origination of these phenomena, the outburst mechanism, and 

the state of dense matter. 

In particular, observing the X-ray radiation of magnetars can help us to understand 

the following questions: (1) X-ray energy origination of magnetars, (2) whether the 

magnetic field of NS can exceed the classic value, (3) the magnetic field of magnetars 

are dominated by polar magnetic field or multi-pole magnetic field. The long-time 

monitoring on the spin period of magnetar by Insight-HXMT can help us to find more 

diverse behaviors, thus hopefully to solve the mystery of energy origination of 

magnetars. For example, during the long-term monitoring on the spin period of 

magnetar, glitch sometimes happens along with its spin-down, which refers to the spin 

frequency is higher than the predicted one. During the glitch, there always follow the 

energy release in X-ray energy band. Anti-glitch of spin period accompanied by X-ray 

outburst were also observed in the AXP in 2013. The glitch of magnetar is related to its 

inner structure and surrounding stellar wind. 

4.2.2.5 Evolution of isolated NSs 

The Crab pulsar and Vela pulsar have strong X-ray radiation, and Crab PSR is a 

valuable calibration source. With the observation of Insight-HXMT, the timing 

characteristics and pulse profiles of PSRs can be obtained, which allow us to study the 

radiation mechanism of PSRs and distinguish different magnetosphere models. In 

recent years, outbursts of Crab PSR in high energy band have been found. Insight-

HXMT can help us to pursue research on possible outburst of Crab in hard X-ray energy 

band. Taking Crab as an example, several potential scientific objectives of isolated PSR 

with Insight-HXMT will be introduced. 
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The basic structure of magnetosphere of a PSR, especially the origin of high energy 

radiation, is one of the hottest topics in PSR research. Deducing the magnetosphere 

structure from the pulse profile of PSR only gives us an image in the line of sight. More 

precise description of the structure of magnetosphere can be obtained once multiple 

directions of sight are applied. If the magnetic axis is changing, it would be possible to 

get three-dimensional information of NS magnetosphere. RXTE observation suggests 

that the X-ray pulse profile of Crab is changing slowly, which embody slowly 

increasing of phase difference between two pulse peaks, decreasing of flux ratio and 

width of each pulse peak, which also suggests its spectrum evolve slowly. Those 

phenomena can be explained by the precession of NS magnetic axis (Lyne 2013; 

Zanazzi and Lai 2015; Ge et al. 2016). In addition, the pulse profile evolves with the 

phase. Phase lag between X-ray and radio pulse has been found. Such phase lag not 

only explains the position relation among different radiation regions, but also is the 

main parameter to study the magnetosphere. With observation of Insight-HXMT, one 

can study pulse profile evolution of the Crab PSR in a broader energy band. Meanwhile, 

combining the existing observation, the systematic research of high energy radiation 

characteristic of the Crab PSR can be carry on in long time scale. 

4.2.2.6 Observation strategy 

The strategy is to conduct multiple pointing observations for one source, in order 

to obtain information of each photon from the source including arrival time and energy. 

The results can be used for high resolution timing and spectrum analysis in broad energy 

band. The observation mode belongs to normal pointing observation and target of 

opportunity observation. Trigger of the latter observation mode comes from monitoring 

results of broad FOV monitor onboard Insight-HXMT and all sky monitor from other 

X-ray satellites. 

4.2.2.7 Simulation analysis and observation result 

（1） Crab 
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Insight-HXMT can measure the pulse profile evolution of Crab PSR in a much 

broader energy band. Combined the existed data, systematically research on 

characteristic of high energy radiation of Crab pulsar on long time scale can be studied. 

Until now, the main X-ray satellites, that use to well measure Crab pulsar spectrum in 

0.5-8 keV, are XMM-Newton and Chandra. The former only has 7% of effective time 

under Burst model, while the latter has problems in time system: when the source counts 

are high, its FIFO (first-in-first-out) buffer overflows which leads to many events lost. 

Since the telemetry data cannot record the information of all triggered events, the arrival 

time of many events are inaccurate (Tennant et al. 2001). However, LE in this energy 

band can work well to give more accurate results of phase-resolved spectrum. In high 

X-ray energy band (5–200 keV), RXTE and INTEGRAL have already performed long-

term observation on Crab pulsar. However, considering that the X-ray radiation from 

Crab nebula may vary with time, it is important to study the high resolution phase-

resolved hard X-ray spectrum. The observation of Crab pulsar from RXTE, INTEGRAL 

and Fermi suggest that the phase lag between X-ray and radio pulse is related to energy 

(Molkov et al. 2010; Ge et al 2012). Insight-HXMT can also provide the observation of 

phase-resolved spectra.  

The result of the phase-resolved spectrum from RXTE is shown in Fig. 4-12. With 

the observation of Insight-HXMT, a precise phase-resolved spectrum of Crab is found 

(as shown in Fig. 4-12), which suggests that the power-law index evolves with energy 

at the same phase (Tuo et al. 2019). The evolution of the pulse profile with time by the 

result of RXTE is shown in Fig. 4-13 (Ge et al., 2012). Insight-HXMT observation 

mainly considers the time and energy evolution of the double peak flux ratio, while the 

analysis is in progress.  

There is phase lag between the radio and X-ray pulse of Crab. Whether the phase 

lags change is an important research target in Crab study. Insight-HXMT monitoring 

the phase lags of Crab in X-ray compared to radio band, which needs cooperation with 

simultaneously radio observation to eliminate the effect of the timing noise. The pulse 
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profiles and timing results from Insight-HXMT and other wave bands are shown in Fig. 

4-14, Fig. 4-15 and Fig. 4-16. It shows that Insight-HXMT is capable to measure the 

phase lags precisely in different energy bands. 

Glitches of the isolated pulsars have been investigated with Insight-HXMT and the 

broad band data archive (Ge et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2020a). As shown in Fig. 4-10 is 

the observations of Crab glitch by Insight-HXMT (Ge et al. 2020). The correlation 

between the power to pulsar wind nebula (PWN) and the pulsar glitch of PSR B0540-

69 has been investigated partially based on Insight-HXMT observations. As shown in 

Fig. 4-11, the X-ray luminosity of PWN goes up at time 1000 days post spin-down rate 

transition (Wang et al. 2020a). 

 

Fig. 4-10 Insight-HXMT observation of the Crab glitch (G5) (Ge et al. 2020). 
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Fig. 4-11 The state transition of PSR B0540-69 (Wang et al. 2020a). 

As an application of isolated pulsar study, pulsar-based navigation is experimented 

with Insight-HXMT. As shown in Fig. 4-17, the orbital parameters can be measured 

with precision comparable to those reported by NICER (Zheng et al. 2019). 
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Fig. 4-12 Phase-resolved spectra of the Crab pulsar (observed result of Insight-HXMT compared 

with that of RXTE/PCA and NuSTAR) (Tuo et al. 2019). 

 

Fig. 4-13 the evolution of pulse shape of Crab observed by RXTE. The square and triangle are the 

results from PCA and HEXTE, respectively. From upward to downward the panels are: peak 
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separation, flux ratio, width of main peak and the second peak. All data are deduced their mean 

value. The solid line is the linear fitting result, dot line is the fitting result of response phase of 

detectors, and the dash line is the radio observed result (Ge et al. 2012). 

 

Fig. 4-14 Pulse profiles of the Crab pulsar observed by different detectors. The phase of LE has 

some differences to that of ME and others. 

 

Fig. 4-15 Timing residuals of TOAs observed by different detectors compared to Fermi/LAT. 
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Fig. 4-16 Timing residuals of the Crab pulsar observed each detector compared to the radio 

observation (phase offset is deducted). 

 

Fig. 4-17 Demonstration of capacity of Insight-HXMT in performance of pulsar navigation 

(Zheng et al. 2019). 
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（2）QPO 

A series of new and important scientific results on QPO have been obtained with 

Insight-HXMT. The Fig. 4-18 shows the rms of type-C QPO as a function of photon 

energy from the BH candidate MAXI J1535-571 observed by Insight-HXMT (Huang 

et al. 2018). It is the first time for Insight-HXMT to extend the rms-energy study to the 

whole 1-100 keV energy band, which is much broader than that of RXTE. A joint 

analysis of the QPO properties in both the time and energy domains shows residuals at 

hard X-rays, which may indicate additional component either intrinsic to QPO or to the 

energy spectrum (Fig. 4-19, Kong et al 2020a). 
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Fig. 4-18 the rms of type-C QPO as a function of photon energy of the BH candidate MAXI 

J1535-571 observed by Insight-HXMT. The results of LE, ME and HE are plot as black, blue and 

red dots, respectively (Huang et al. 2018). 
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Fig. 4-19 the joint fit of QPO rms and energy spectrum of MAXIJ 1535-571 observed by Insight-

HXMT shows that, the QPO rms becomes weaker and stronger as the source evolves towards soft 

intermediate state at soft and hard X-ray bands, respectively (Kong et al. 2020a). 

Insight-HXMT has a wide energy range and is capable of detecting higher energy 

emissions beyond 30 keV, and therefore is an ideal instrument to test the theories. The 

highest energy LFQPO (above 200 keV) in the new black hole X-ray binary MAXI 

J1820+070 in the X-ray hard state was discovered with Insight-HXMT. The phase lag 

of the LFQPO is constant around zero below 30 keV, and becomes a soft lag above 30 

keV. The soft lag gradually increases with energy and its maximum value is 1.3 s in the 

150–200 keV band. The detection at high energies, the large soft lag and the energy 

dependent behaviors of the LFQPO pose a great challenge for most currently existing 

models. These findings suggest that the LFQPOs probably originate from the 

precession of a small-scale jet (Ma et al. 2019 NA submitted; see Fig. 4-20). 
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Fig. 4-20 the highest energy QPO discovered in MAXI J1820+070 (upper panel) and the model 

interpretation in a jet precession scenario (lower panel) (Ma et al. 2019). 

4.2.2.8 Direction of proposal call 

The observation mode belongs to normal pointing or target of opportunity 

observations. The submitted observation proposal needs to point out the explicit sources, 

state the detailed exposure time and observed frequency for each observation in order 

to achieve the scientific objective. 
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4.2.3 High statistic observation of BH and NS systems 

4.2.3.1 Introduction to scientific objectives 

Although tremendous of X-ray observations have been made to the several classic 

bright X-ray sources (i.e., Cyg X–1, GRS 1915+105, GX 339–4, Aql X–1, Sco X–1, 

Her X–1 and et al.), some basic questions remain unclear due to the lack of the multi-

wavelength, high statistic, high time resolution or high energy resolution observations. 

Thanks to the large effective area, broad band energy coverage and good energy 

resolution of Insight-HXMT, the new HXMT data will give us new opportunities to 

uncover the remaining questions. 

Although parts of the scientific objectives of high statistic observation of classic 

bright sources can be accomplished by the high cadence observation of variable sources, 

it is more convenient to arrange long-term observation for bright sources. These long-

term observations will focus on understanding the behavior of the accretion disk near a 

BH, measuring the BH spin, studying the characteristic of magnetosphere, measuring 

the magnetic field of the NSs and studying the disk-corona geometry. 

There are 14 of the brightest sources listed in   
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Table 4-4. Future observations will extend the high statistic observation to other 

bright sources. 
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Table 4-4 Radiation characteristics of the 14 brightest sources in soft and hard X-ray energy 

band (when estimating the averaged counts rate of the three X-ray telescopes, power-law spectra 

from Crab pulsar are applied for ME and HE with the source intensity measured by BAT, while 

black body spectra at 1 keV are applied for LE with the source intensity measured by 

RXTE/ASM.). 

 

4.2.3.2 Broad-band study of transient X-ray sources 

Most of the transient sources radiate in the hard X-ray bands during the outbursts. 

High energy tails higher than 100 keV have been observed in many X-ray sources by 

INTEGRAL (Woods & Thompson 2006), suggesting that the hard X-ray emission 

makes an important (sometimes could be dominant) contribution to the total energy 

release. Thus, observing the broad energy band in 1–250 keV might be the key to 

understanding the radiation mechanism of transient sources. Up to now, the sensitivities 

of the present X-ray telescopes are insufficient to produce simultaneously broad band 

energy spectra in 1–250 keV, let alone to study the timing and spectral variability in 

hard X-ray band. The major limitation is that long exposure time is necessary for hard 

X-ray observation. Therefore it is difficult to obtain simultaneous soft X-ray 

observation. The analysis can be only done by combining observations from different 

telescopes. Nevertheless, there still lacks high statistic observation in 10–20 keV energy 

band.  
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4.2.3.3 NS X-ray Binary kHz QPO 

kHz QPOs are the highest frequency signals ever detected in NS X-ray binaries 

(Morgan et al. 1997). Based on its extremely short time scale and relatively high 

amplitude, it can be confirmed that these signals come from the strong gravitational 

field region around NSs. It is widely accepted that the upper frequency of kHz QPO is 

related to the orbit movement of material in accretion disk. When the accretion material 

approaches to the innermost stable orbit, the rotation frequency reaches its maximum 

value and kHz QPO frequency reaches its saturation frequency. RXTE has detected kHz 

QPO in about 30 LMXBs, whose highest frequency is ~1200–1300 Hz, which puts 

strongest constraints on the last stable orbit predicted by the GR and the NS radius 

(Berger et al. 1996). However, the saturation of kHz QPO frequency has been only 

detected in few sources (Zhang et al. 1998; Kaaret et al. 1999). RXTE observations 

suggest that the rms of kHz QPO increases with photon energy in 2–30 energy bands 

for LMXBs. The good sensitivity of Insight-HXMT in hard X-ray energy band brings 

advantages in exploring the physical mechanism under strong gravitational field. The 

improvement of detector sensitivity broadens the detectable frequency range of kHz 

QPO, thus allows us to investigate the saturation of kHz QPO frequency in more 

LMXBs. With the estimation of NS mass from other observed parameters, it can be 

used to test the existence of innermost stable orbit predicted by GR, and constrain the 

radius and state of matter of NS. 

4.2.3.4 Thermonuclear burst probe 

Using the thermonuclear burst on NS surface as a probe to study the structure and 

evolution of accreted disk and corona has drawn attention in recent years (Chen et al. 

2012). A cooling corona X-ray binary catalogue has been established from previous 

studies, in which the hard X-ray emission of an accreting NS decreases during 

thermonuclear bursts. The recovering time scale of hard X-ray emission lags that of soft 

X-ray for 1–2 s. Since the signal is more significant above 30 keV, the large effective 

area of Insight-HXMT in hard X-ray band makes the study of thermonuclear burst an 
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important scientific objective. The thermonuclear bursts as a probe of accretion disk 

can be further applied to: (1) constrain the geometry of the corona. (2) explore the 

impact on the accretion process in the inner region of accretion disk, which could obtain 

the burst feedback and relation with spectral state. (3) be a new method to measure the 

inner radius of accretion disk of a NS X-ray binary in the low/hard state.  

4.2.3.5 Observing strategy  

High statistic pointing observations for one or multiple times may be applied. The 

observed objects are the known classic bright sources in the Galaxy.  

4.2.3.6 Simulation analysis and observation result 

(1) Spectrum fitting of Crab 

The fitting parameters of Crab spectrum are adopted from XMM result (Willingale 

et al. 2001) in order to make a comparison, in which a power low absorption (In XSPC: 

wabs*powerlaw) model is applied. The effective exposure time is 982 s and errors are 

estimated at 90% confidence. Fitting results are given in Table 4-5 and Fig. 4-21. 

Table 4-5 Spectral fitting parameters of Crab observed by Insight-HXMT and XMM 

 nH (1021 cm-2) PhoIndex 

Insight-HXMT 3.6 2.11 

XMM 3.6 2.11 
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Fig. 4-21 Spectrum of Crab nebula observed by Insight-HXMT in 982 s. 

(2) Simulations of Cyg X–1 

The simulations of Cyg X–1 include three spectral states: the low/hard state, 

intermediate state and high/soft state, in which the input parameters are adopted from 

the fitting results of INTEGRAL observation (Figure 1 in Rodriguez et al. (2015), with 

90% confidence errors). The spectral model for intermediate state (XSPEC) is 

reflect*comptt and the reflection model can be found in Magdziarz & Zdziarski (1995). 

The effective exposure time is 0.22 Ms. The simulated results are shown in Table 4-6 

and Fig. 4-22. 

Table 4-6 Simulation results of Cyg X–1 in its intermediate state for Insight-HXMT and 

INTEGRAL 

 

Ω/2π(Angle of 

disk to the center 

radiation source) 

kTe (keV) τ 

Insight-HXMT 0.040 ±0.002 55.0−1.9
+2.0 0.82 ±0.04 

INTEGRAL 0.04 ± 0.03 54.4−2.8
+3.6 0.82 ± 0.06 
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Fig. 4-22 Spectrum of Cyg X–1 simulated by Insight-HXMT in the intermediate state 

The fitting model for high/soft state is (XSPEC) reflect*highecut(powerlaw) (see 

Magdziarz & Zdziarski 1995). The effective exposure time is 1.21 Ms. The simulated 

results are given in Table 4-7 and Fig. 4-23. 

Table 4-7 Simulation results of Cyg X-1 in its high/soft state for Insight-HXMT and INTEGRAL. 

 Ω/2π Γ 

Insight-

HXMT 
0.461 ± 0.0023 

2.44702 ± 0.00020 

INTEGRAL 0.46 ± 0.04 2.447 ± 0.007 
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Fig. 4-23 Spectrum of Cyg X–1 simulated by Insight-HXMT in the high/soft state. 

 

The fitting model for LHS is (XSPEC): highecut(powerlaw). The effective 

exposure time is 2.05 Ms. The simulated results are shown in Table 4-8 and Fig. 4-24. 

 

Table 4-8 Simulation results of Cyg X–1 in its low/hard state for Insight-HXMT and INTEGRAL. 

 Ecut(keV) Efold(keV) Γ 

LHS 7.57 ±0.05 
155.1 ±0.2 1.4300 ± 0.0002 

INTEGRAL 

<=12 

 (the best fitting 

value is 7.6) 

155 ± 4 1.43 ± 0.01 
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Fig. 4-24 Spectrum of Cyg X–1 simulated by Insight-HXMT in the low/hard state. 

（3） Observational results 

So far a great amount of research progresses have been derived to XRB outbursts 

and evolution, which are introduced in what follows. These studies include: basic 

properties of NS and BH; pulsar navigation; cyclotron resonant scattering feature 

(CRSF); propeller effect of high mass XRB (HMXB); emission mechanism in the 

magnetic pole of HMXB; probe of thermal nuclear burning on the surface of NS; 

evolution of Z and atoll sources; reflection component of BH XRB outburst; quasi-

periodic oscillation (QPO) and time lag in BH XRB outburst; joint spectral analysis in 

energy and time domains etc. In 2019 papers were published, submitted or in 

preparation in each of the above research fields. 

Regarding to the NS XRB study, Insight-HXMT observed the outburst of GRO 

J1008-57 and measured the CRSF line at around 85 keV at a significance more than 20 

sigma (Fig. 4-25, Zhang et al. 2020b). Such detection reveals so far the highest centroid 

energy that is measured directly from the NS system. Her X–1 is the first NS system 

detected with CRSF in the last century. Insight-HXMT observations show that, the 
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long-term decaying trend of the CRSF centroid energy starts to flatten (Fig. 4-26, Xiao 

et al. 2020). Better understanding of such a phenomenon needs more Insight-HXMT 

observations. CRSF features are detected as well with Insight-HXMT in other HMXB, 

e.g. in 4U 0115+63 one cyclotron line is around 18 keV (Liu et al.2020). 

 

Fig. 4-25 CRSF around 80 keV detected in GRO J1008–57 with Insight-HXMT (Zhang et al. 

2020b). 

 

Fig. 4-26 Insight-HXMT confirms that the long-term decay trend of the HerX–1 CRSF centroid 

energy stops (Xiao et al. 2019). 

CRSF 
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Type I X-ray bursts are thermonuclear explosions that occur on the surface of 

accreting NSs in binary systems, which usually lasts for dozens to hundreds of seconds. 

Type I bursts have a great effect on the accretion process, thus can be used as a probe 

in studying the accretion process of the NS X-ray binary. The effect has been proved 

by Insight-HXMT observation, accompanied with significant improvement on the 

signal-to-noise ratio. Previous results from other satellites/telescopes had suggested a 

cooling corona during the thermonuclear bursts, based on the data combined by tens to 

hundreds of bursts. However, with Insight-HXMT observation, the cooling corona 

phenomenon had been found in a single burst of the NS X-ray binary 4U 1636–536. It 

is the first time that the decrease of hard X-ray emission has been found in the spectra 

of type I burst on a time scale of seconds, as shown in Fig. 4-27 (Chen et al. 2018). 

Compared to other missions, Insight-HXMT has shown its advantage in studying such 

phenomena.  

  

Fig. 4-27 Spectrum and light curves of Type-I X-ray burst of 4U 1636–536 (Chen et al. 2018). 

Insight-HMXT spectral study of 4U 1608–52 suggests the existence of an 

additional component besides the one from the surface of the NS (Chen et al. 2019). 

The flux of this component is positively correlated with the burst flux, and the spectrum 

is similar to the accretion radiation. It can be explained by the increase of accretion rate 

caused by the thermonuclear bursts. Since the burst of 4U 1608–52 has emission radius 
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larger than the NS radius, and its luminosity reaches the Eddington limit, we speculate 

that the inner-disk radius is larger than the burst radius.   

 

Fig. 4-28 the merged spectral fits results by an absorbed black-body model (left) and famodel 

(right). The lower dotted curves represent the model components for the pre-burst emission 

(absorbed bb+nthcomp). (Chen et al. 2019) 

Burst oscillations have also been found with Insight-HXMT observations in NS 

binary systems, which have provided more evidence in understanding the accretion 

process of NS X-ray binaries. 

Concerning Z- and atoll-sources, although for Sco X–1 the kilo Hz QPO has been 

detected already, its origin remains a puzzle in the last 20 years, partially because of no 

detection of the kilo Hz QPO at high energy. Insight-HXMT detected for the first time 

the kilo Hz QPO from Sco X–1 at energy above 20 keV. Since X-rays at energy above 

20 keV are not likely dominated by the disk emission, such detection challenges the 

current popular kilo Hz QPO models (Fig. 4-29, Jia et al. 2020). 
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Fig. 4-29 High energy QPOs in Sco X–1 observed with Insight-HXMT (Jia et al. 2020). 

Insight-HXMT observed thoroughly the outburst of the first Galactic ultra-

luminous X-ray source (ULX) Swift J0243.6+6124. The accumulated high cadence 

observations and high statistic data allow for systematical study the source property, 

especially on the NS accretion and spin evolution. These studies revealed that near two 

critical luminosities the source was observed to have transitions in pulse profile, power 

spectrum and energy spectrum (Fig. 4-30, Doroshenko et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2019; 

Kong et al. 2020b; Wang et al. 2020b). The transition at higher critical luminosity 

denotes the transform of the disk accretion mode from gas pressure to radiation pressure 

dominated disk, which is consistent with the theoretical predication made half a century 

ago. Similar behavior was detected as well in the HMXB 2S 1417–624 (Ji et al. 2020). 
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Fig. 4-30 the outburst evolution of the Galactic ULX Swift J0243.6+6124 monitored by Insight-

HXMT (Doroshenko et al. 2020). 

4.2.3.7 Direction of proposal call 

The observation mode is the normal pointing observation. 

The proposal should be aimed at how to achieve the following scientific objectives 

for a target: (1) to understand the behaviors of accretion disk near BH and measure the 

BH spin, (2) to understand the characteristic of the NS magnetospheres and measure 

the strength of NS surface magnetic field. 

4.2.4 Space- and ground-based coordination and follow-up observations 

During the in-orbit operation of Insight-HMXT, there are many other space and 

ground astronomical observatories (multi-wavelength) in operation. This is an exciting 

period for astronomy. These telescopes can find new or even new type of sources. In 

particular, the ground-based gravitational wave observatories have detected the first 

gravitational wave event (Abbott et al. 2016) and the first gravitational wave event 

caused by NS merger (Abbott et al. 2017a). IceCube Neutrino Observatory has detected 

the first isotropic high energy neutrino flux (Aartsen et al. 2013, 2014). Based on the 

multi-wavelength follow-up observations, the electromagnetic counterparts to the NS 

merger (Abbott et al. 2017b) and to the high energy neutrinos (Aartsen et al. 2018) have 

been found respectively. Insight-HXMT aims at finding new high energy transients via 

Galactic plane scanning survey, and detecting new activities from known sources via 
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scanning survey. All of these will provide targets for coordination and multi-

wavelength follow-up observations. The main research topics are listed below: 

1) To participate in multi-wavelength follow-up observations, in order to search for 

and study the electromagnetic counterparts of gravitational wave events and high 

energy neutrinos. The electromagnetic counterpart for the first gravitational wave 

event from neutron-star merger has been found by multi-wavelength follow-up 

observations. Insight-HXMT has contributed the upper limit on the emission of the 

counterpart in MeV band (Li et al. 2018). Moreover, Insight-HXMT has joined the 

follow-up campaign of gravitational wave events through an agreement. The 

science operation center of Insight-HXMT will ensure the observation time of such 

follow-up observations. In addition, Insight-HXMT has also participated in 

searching for the electromagnetic counterpart of high energy neutrinos, which has 

provided constraints on the emission in MeV band. 

2) To coordinate with ground-based optical telescopes. Optical telescopes with large 

FOV can perform high cadence multi-color sky surveys. Once Insight-HXMT finds 

new sources, they can perform timely follow-up observations to identify and locate 

the optical counterparts, which allows us arrange further follow-up observations. 

Moreover, some high mass X-ray binaries are usually active in optical and other 

energy bands before going into outbursts in X-ray. Optical observations before X-

ray outbursts can help us to better understand accretion physics. 

3) To study radio, infrared, optical, ultraviolet and gamma-ray properties during X-

ray state transitions, in order to reveal the relation between jets and spin of compact 

objects, the relation between state transition and jet power, and the relation between 

episodic jet sand spin of compact objects/non-stable accretion. 

4) To study the origin and evolution of QPOs using multi-wavelength joint 

observations. QPOs have been observed in optical and X-ray bands of some 

sources. For example, X-ray and optical QPOs have been detected in the new black 
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hole X-ray binary, MAXI J1820+070, during its 2018 outburst. Multi-wavelength 

joint observations have been performed by Insight-HXMT and other telescopes. 

Insight-HXMT has detected the highest energy low-frequency QPO in this source, 

which is above 200 keV. 

5) To perform simultaneous observations in radio and gamma-ray bands for rotation-

powered pulsars and gamma ray-binaries, which have been observed by Insight-

HXMT. For rotation-powered pulsars, we can study the radiation mechanism, the 

radiation region and the magnetospheres' properties in much broader energy band. 

For gamma-ray binaries, there are some flares when the sources pass their 

periastrons. We can measure the time lags between different wavelengths and 

explore their physical nature. Moreover, using joint observations of Crab between 

Insight-HXMT and Xinjiang Nanshan radio telescope, the timing calibration of 

Insight-HXMT can be applied. In addition, X-ray and radio joint observations can 

be used to measure the phase lags between X-ray and radio bands, and study the 

evolution of their phase lags, pulse profiles, timing noises, glitches, and braking 

indices, which will constrain the physical properties of the magnetospheres of 

pulsars. Fruitful achievement has been made for Crab: using the coordinated 

observations from Insight-HXMT and other radio telescopes, we confirmed that 

the timing system of Insight-HXMT is very accurate; using the joint observations 

from Insight-HXMT and other X-ray telescopes, the pulse profiles of Crab are 

measured, which helps us to test and calibrate the response files; using the multi-

wavelength observation of Crab, the delayed spin-up phenomenon is observed 

during the largest glitch of the Crab pulsar. 

6) To monitor the optical spectrum and light curves of the optical counterparts of 

compact X-ray binaries using Lijiang and Xinglong optical telescopes. Using these 

observations, we can confirm the type of the companion star, measure the 

dynamical mass of the central object, and constrain the orbital inclination. 
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Meanwhile, for some bright transients, the long-term observations can be used to 

study the evolution of accretion disk and accretion process. 

7) To measure the spin of newly discovered BH X-ray binaries. Once the BH mass, 

distance and orbital inclination are measured by infrared and optical telescopes, we 

can use Insight-HXMT to produce the spectra in the high/soft state, further measure 

the spin via modelling the continuum. 

8) To study the evolution of cyclotron line energy and its physical origin. For Her X-

1, recently its cyclotron line energy shows flattening after its long term gradual 

decrease (Staubert et al. 2020; Xiao et al. 2020.) Coordinated observations between 

Insight-HXMT and other telescopes can monitor and study the energy change of 

cyclotron line. Insight-HXMT performed several joint observations with NuSTAR 

and INTEGRAL. These observations confirm the flattening of its cyclotron line 

energy. 
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5 Observation Modes 

5.1 Introduction 

This call for core observation proposals only covers two observation modes of 

Insight-HXMT. The switching of these two modes is achieved by adjusting the satellite 

attitude. 

(1) Pointing observation mode: the satellite points to a certain sky direction in the 

inertial space for specified duration. This mode is further divided into two types: on-

axis pointing observation and off-axis pointing observation. 

(2) Small sky area scan mode: The satellite completes the deep scanning 

observation of specific small sky areas to achieve a full coverage of the 7°~10° half 

cone sky area. This observation mode can be used to scan and monitor the Galactic 

plane and other sky areas. 

5.2 Pointing observation mode 

The pointing observation mode is implemented using three-axis stabilized inertial 

space orientation. In this mode, the X-axis (the optical axis) of the satellite points to the 

observation target, and the angle between the solar vector and the satellite Z-axis must 

be acute. During a pointing observation of a certain target, the attitude of the satellite 

remains unchanged, and the solar panel remains stable. 

In pointing observation of regular sources, in order to meet the temperature control 

requirements of medium and low energy detectors, and to ensure the normal operation 

of the star sensor, the sun avoidance angle should be greater than 70°; that is, the angle 

between the satellite + X axis and the solar vector is 70°~180°. In order to prevent the 

sunlight from irradiating the detectors, it is also necessary to consider the situation 

where the sun light from the side to the detector, in addition to satisfying the sun 

avoidance angle. Therefore, the maximum duration for a pointing observation cannot 

be longer than 20 days. 
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Earth occultation is basically unavoidable during the observation of Insight-HXMT. 

Considering the radius of the Earth, the Earth albedo and the detector field of view, it 

may be considered that during the Earth occultation, sources in a region of radius of 83° 

centered at the center of the Earth are invisible. In the case of Moon occultation, sources 

within 15.5' of the Moon center are invisible. 

5.3 Small sky area scan mode 

The small sky area scan observation performs deep scanning observations on a 

circular area with an angular radius of n degrees ( 7 10n   ) in the inertial space, and 

requires a full coverage of the small sky area. Taking into account of the actual 

operability of the satellite control system, that is, each time only one single rotation 

around a certain axis of the satellite, the actual scanning range of the sky area can be 

expanded to a diamond-shaped area with the circle as an inscribed circle to achieve the 

full coverage of the required circular area. 

In order to ensure the overlap rate of the sky scanning, the line-by-line scanning 

method has been adopted according to the actual capabilities of the satellite platform, 

as shown in Fig. 5-1. Point O is the center of the specified circular area to be scanned, 

the circle is the circular area to be observed, and the dotted lines with arrows are the 

scanning paths. When scanning along the horizontal direction shown in the figure, the 

available scanning rates are 0.01°/s, 0.03°/s and 0.06°/s. The time required to change 

the scanning direction is fixed, and the step between two adjacent scans is from 0.1° to 

1° with an interval of 0.1°. The size of the scanned area is in the range of 14°×14° to 

20°×20°. The duration of a small sky area scan is usually from 2.3 hours to 5 days, 

which can be specified in the observation plan. 
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Fig. 5-1 Demonstration of small sky area scan with Insight-HXMT. 

Different observation times for a certain sky area will result in different relative 

positions between the observation pointing direction and the solar vector, and the 

satellite inertial coordinate system will be different accordingly. Therefore, the tangent 

direction of the diamond-shaped area scanned by the satellite’s principal axis to the 

circular area will be different. However, in all cases, the scanned diamond area can 

always completely cover the circular area to be observed. 

This observation mode can be used to scan and monitor the Galactic plane and 

other sky areas. 
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6 Background 

6.1 Background Estimation Method 

The details for this chapter please refer to Liao et al. (2020a, 2020b), Guo et al. 

(2020). 

Insight-HXMT carries blind detectors and combination of detectors with large and 

small fields of view (FOV). The background estimation can be achieved by combining 

the different FOVs, off-axis observation and background model with the blind detectors 

and other auxiliary detectors. The method of combining FOVs is to measure the diffuse 

background using detectors with different FOVs. The off-axis observation method is to 

offset the source to be observed from the center of the FOV. Since the detector FOV is 

divided into three groups with the orientation offset by 60° along the long side, some 

detectors can observe the background, and some detectors can observe the source 

during off-axis observations. The background in the on-axis pointing observation can 

also be estimated with the background model, which is based on the relationship 

between the data of the blind FOV detector and other background components.  

6.2 Background components 

Insight-HXMT has three telescopes in different energy bands, i.e., HE (20–250 

keV), ME (5–30 keV) and LE (0.7–13 keV). Insight-HXMT has an orbital attitude of 

550 km. During its operation on orbit, it will interact with various space radiation 

components (particles, photons) to produce different background components. 

According to the time characteristics of the background, the background can be 

classified into delayed component and prompt component. The former arises from the 

decay of activated detector material, while the latter arises from the moment when space 

radiations interact with the detector. At this stage, there are mainly two types of delayed 

background components and four types of prompt background components. There are 

two types of delayed components, i.e., the delayed background as the satellite passing 

through the South Atlantic anomalous (SAA) and the delayed background caused by 
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the high energy cosmic-ray protons (CRP_D). The four kinds of prompt components 

are: the prompt background caused by the high energy cosmic-ray protons (CRP_P), 

the albedo gamma-ray of the Earth's atmosphere (Albedo), the non-aperture incident 

cosmic X-ray background (CXB_N), and aperture incident cosmic X-ray Background 

(CXB_A). 

Based on the mass model of Insight-HXMT, the Geant4 simulation software can 

be used to simulate the response of the detector to different incident components in 

different directions. Combined with the known space radiation environment (spectral 

shape and intensity) of the main components of the space radiation (protons, gamma 

rays, and X-rays), the background generated by different space radiation components 

on the detectors can be simulated. Current simulation can give the delayed and 

attenuated curves of two kinds of delayed components (SAA & CRP_D) and the 

backgrounds of four kinds of prompt components (CRP_P, CXB_N, CXB_A & Albedo) 

from different directions of incidence. The contributions of various backgrounds are 

shown in Fig. 6-1. It can be seen that the background of HE is dominated by the delayed 

SAA, the delayed proton background, and the Earth's atmospheric albedo components, 

respectively. 
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Fig. 6-1 Energy spectrum of each background component of the simulated satellite on orbit for 

day 100 since launch for HE. 

The basic background level of each detector at any time can be estimated, using 

these simulated response data of different background components and considering the 

effects of spatial anisotropy of incident particles, the Earth's periodic shielding of high 

energy protons and X-rays at different angles, the Earth’s periodic gamma-ray 

irradiation on the satellite at different angles, and the difference in the response of the 

detector to incident particles in different directions. The background error under 

different observation modes can then be estimated, by constructing background models 

under different observation modes and by estimating a series of background model 

parameters and the time evolution characteristics of these model parameters. 

The simulation results show that, for the delayed background, the background 

shape (the evolution of the background count rate over time) between the individual 

detector modules is the same. Therefore, the delayed background of each cell can be 

characterized by the scale factor relative to the blind detector. The high energy detector 

has four instantaneous background components, namely CRP_P, Albedo, CXB_A, and 

CXB_N. When the Earth occultation effect and spatial anisotropy are not considered, 

only CRP_P is modulated with geographic coordinates and shows a periodic change, 

while the other three components remain constant. When the Earth occultation effect 

and spatial anisotropy are considered, due to the difference in the response of the 

detector to incident particles in different directions, each component exhibits periodic 

changes in each pointing observation. The solid angle coverage of the Earth for the 

satellite is about 1/3 of the whole sky. For Albedo, the Earth can be considered as a 

uniform light source, and calculations show that its anisotropy as a surface light source 

can be ignored. For CXB_N, the effect caused by the spatial anisotropy can also be 

ignored. 
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Before launch, based on the Geant4 toolkit, we built a mass model and developed 

a simulation program for Insight-HXMT. Not only can it be used to estimate the 

background level of Insight-HXMT, but the whole star mass model can also be used for 

high, medium and low energy detection efficiency, psf and response matrix analysis. 

These results can be used for GRB positioning, In-orbit arf and rsp computation. In 

addition, the fluorescence lines in the background spectrum and the lines caused by 

material activation can also be used to analyze the In-orbit E-C (Energy-Channel) 

relationship and energy response. 

The background level, background spectrum and background evolution with orbit 

motion and In-orbit operation time of the satellite can be obtained by Geant4 simulation 

for the low, medium and high energy telescopes. For example, for HE, the initial 

delayed components of the satellite at ~30 keV and ~190 keV increase rapidly, and the 

level of activation lines of 50–70 keV increases slowly and tends to saturate after about 

one year. These results are very helpful for understanding the background data obtained 

from In-orbit measurements. For example, for HE, the fluorescence line of tantalum in 

the background spectrum is around ~57 keV, and the ~30 keV and ~190 keV lines are 

caused by iodine activation, and there are two distinct peaks at 50–70 keV. In-orbit 

observation shows that the activation emission lines are related to the change of the 

particle background; the SAA particle background irradiation together with the 

activation spectral line and its evolution brought by the instantaneous particle 

background are one of the factors to be considered in the background model. 

6.3 In-orbit background analysis 

（1） Comparison of the measured background with simulations: 

Analysis of the background data from in-orbit observations shows that the 

background level of HE is roughly equivalent to the simulation result. The in-orbit 

backgrounds of ME and LE have become more complicated due to light pollution and 

other problems. Therefore, for the in-orbit background modeling of LE and ME, more 
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background simulations are needed to better understand in-orbit backgrounds for LE 

and ME. 

（2） Measured In-orbit background characteristics: 

Measured LE background characteristics: The geomagnetic modulation is obvious, 

and the background of the low geomagnetic cut-off rigidity (COR) region is 

significantly higher than that of the high COR region. Due to the presence of a large 

number of low energy electrons and the scattering of the high energy protons, the blind 

detector background is not zero in the low energy band and is also subject to 

geomagnetic modulation. In low energy band, CXB dominates, and at high energy band, 

particle background dominates. 

Measured ME background characteristics: The background energy spectrum of ME 

is dominated by the particle background. There is one noise peak locating at the low 

energy band and another over-threshold signals at the high energy band. The 

background level is significantly affected by the geomagnetic modulation. 

Measured HE background characteristics: The background energy spectrum of HE 

is mainly dominated by the particle background which can be divided into delayed 

background and instantaneous background. The delayed background has gradually 

increased and becomes saturated with the operation of the satellite. The instantaneous 

background is significantly affected by the geomagnetic modulation. Fig. 6-2 shows a 

more accurate background model. 

（3） Analysis of the feasibility of the background deduction method using the 

data of the night Earth: 

Using data obtained from the Crab calibration, the Earth occultation data is selected 

as the background, and the deviation factors of the other 17 modules of HE relative to 

the blind detector are obtained. The deviation factors are used to estimate the 

background for pointing observations. Then XSPEC is used to fit the Crab spectral 
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parameters to examine the background subtraction method. The result shows that the 

deviation factor alone is not enough and other components need to be introduced. In 

addition, the accuracy of arf has a great impact on this method. Background and 

calibration need to be performed iteratively. 

6.4 In-orbit background model 

At present, the measured data of the background monitoring detector is combined 

with the historical background database of the target source observation detectors to 

calculate the background of the target source observation detectors. For background 

estimation, the background spectral shape under different parameter combinations is 

obtained from the background database, and the intensity of the background spectrum 

is obtained from the background monitoring detector. Under normal circumstances, 

Insight-HXMT uses the on-axis observation mode (the target source is located at the 

center of the FOV), and uses the blind detector as the background monitoring detector 

to obtain the intensity of the background energy spectrum. For the off-axis observation 

mode (the target source offsets from the FOV center and locates only in the FOV of 

some detectors), the off-target source detector is used as the background monitoring 

detector. The background model can give the background relation between the 

background monitoring detector and the on-target source observation detector under 

various physical conditions (geographical location, space environment, detector state) 

in different observation periods. At present, there have been ~200 observations to the 

blank sky, and the background models of the low energy, medium-energy and high 

energy telescopes have been constructed respectively. 

Below are the estimations of the low energy, medium-energy and high energy 

telescope backgrounds, as well as the current background systematic errors of Insight-

HXMT. 
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Fig. 6-2 Background levels of the HE detector at different geographic locations (top: small FOV; 

bottom: blind FOV) (Liao et al. 2020a). 

 

 

 

Fig. 6-3 Left: HE background energy spectrum estimation (energy range: 28–300 keV); Right: 
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HE systematic error estimation (~1.3%) (Liao et al. 2020a). 

 

Fig. 6-4 Left: ME background energy spectrum estimation (energy range: 8.9–44 keV); Right: 

ME systematic error estimation (~1.7%) (Guo et al. 2020). 

 

Fig. 6-5 Left: LE background energy spectrum estimation (energy range: 1–12 keV); Right: LE 

systematic error estimation (~1.7%) (Liao et al. 2020b). 
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7 Detector response  

For the details of this chapter please refer to Li et al. (2020), Luo et al. (2020), Zhao 

et al. (2019), Xiao et al. (2020), Lu et al. (2020) and Nang et al. (2020). 

7.1 In-orbit gain and energy resolution calibration 

When the blank sky or the occulted area of the Earth is observed by HE detectors, 

four lines will appear on the measured energy spectra, as shown in  

Fig. 7-1. These lines are caused by the activation of the detector materials and can 

be used for the EC calibration. Because NaI(Tl) crystals are affected by deliquescence 

on the ground, the energy resolution of all detectors is worse than that during the ground 

calibration. The width of the 31 keV line is used to evaluate the in-orbit energy 

resolution of the HE detectors. 

The peak centroid of 191 keV line and 59.5 keV line from the 241Am source are 

utilized to monitor the energy scale of HE. The width of 59.5 keV line from 241Am 

source are also used to monitor the energy resolution of HE as shown in Fig. 7-2 and 

Fig. 7-3. 

 

Fig. 7-1 Energy spectrum of 18 NaI(Tl) crystals measured by HE in the observation of blank 

sky. Four spectral lines are used to calibrate the in-orbit gain (Li et al. 2020). 
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Fig. 7-2 the peak centroid of the 191 keV line versus time for detID 0–5 (Li et al. 2020). 
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Fig. 7-3 the top panel shows the peak centroid of 59.5 keV from 241Am versus time for detID 0–5. 

The bottom panel shows the sigma of 59.5 keV from 241Am against time for detID 0–5. After 

about 90 days in-orbit, the peak centroids and sigma become stable at 0.01 channel and 0.02 

channel, respectively (Li et al. 2020). 

Each ME detector box contains two 241Am sources which can continuously 

illuminate 8 Si-PIN pixels. The blank sky spectrum can be accumulated to obtain the 

peak centroids and widths of four radioactive lines from 241Am source using the pre-

launch EC. The spectrum of other pixels not illuminated with 241Am sources are also 

generated from blank sky data to fit the Ag peak (22.5 keV). As shown in Fig. 7-4, the 

peak values of the five lines increase slowly with time. A linear function is used to fit 

the evolution of the five lines respectively. They increase by less than 1% till now. In 

the current status of software (HXMTDAS V2.02), this effect is not corrected in the 

gain for this small and slow change. But in the next software update, this effect will be 

added. 

The FWHM of the 241Am line is plotted as a function of time as shown in  
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Fig. 7-5. Although, there are some structures due to the effect of temperature, the 

change is very small. The resolution has increased by 0.5% till 700 days in orbit. 

Therefore, the resolution measured on ground can also be used for the in-orbit data for 

all the pixels. 

 

Fig. 7-4 Peak centroids of four lines form 241Am and Ag line versus time. The energy peak has 

scaled with a different constant. A linear fit is used to describe the evolution of the five lines (Li et 

al. 2020). 

 

Fig. 7-5 the FWHM fit (with 1σ error bars) to the 241Am line in detector box0 versus time. 

The resolution has increased by 0.5% till 700 days after launch (Li et al. 2020). 
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LE uses the line peaks of supernova remnant Cas A and blank sky spectrum to 

check the EC relationship measured by ground calibration experiments of LE. Using 

XMM/MOS observation data of Cas A, the expected energy of each line is obtained. 

The difference between the expected peak energy of each line and the energy obtained 

from the ground EC relationship at different observation time is not linear, as shown in  

Fig. 7-6. From Fig. 7-7, all the peaks of Cas A decrease gradually. In order to 

describe the evolution, a quadratic polynomial function is used to fit the change. From 

the fit result as shown in  

Fig. 7-6, the peak values can be obtained on any day even when Cas A is invisible 

due to the observation constraints. According to the residual shape shown in  

Fig. 7-6, a cubic function is used to describe the gain model of LE as shown in Fig. 

7-8. 

 

Fig. 7-6 the difference of the energy between data and model for Cas A lines (Li et al. 2020). 

The data energy is fitted by spectrum used the pre-launch EC of LE. Different color line means 

the fit result on different observation date. 
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Fig. 7-7 Energy fit (with 1σ error bars) to Cas A. The peak of the lines decreased with time. A 

quadratic polynomial fit is used to describe the evolution (Li et al. 2020). 

 

Fig. 7-8 A cubic function is used to fit the in-flight energy gain of LE. The x-axis is the line 

energy from the evolution fit as shown in Fig. 7-7. The y-axis is the corresponding model energy 

from XMM/MOS. The fit errors of the line energy peaks are small and thus ignored. The bottom 

panel shows the residuals of the fit result (Li et al. 2020). 

The widths of Si, S and Fe using the pre-launch response file of LE are jointly fitted 

with data of XMM/MOS. If the energy resolution of LE keeps the same as that measured 

on ground, the intrinsic width of Si, S and Fe will be same as the fit result of XMM/MOS. 
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Actually, the fitted intrinsic widths of Si, S and Fe for LE are larger than that of 

XMM/MOS, so the energy resolution has also changed, compared with the pre-launch 

calibration results. After subtracting the intrinsic widths of Si, S and Fe from the fit 

result of XMM/MOS, the extra broadening of the resolution of LE is obtained and it 

evolves with time and temperature. In order to parameterize the extra broadening of LE, 

we define the two-dimensional function as shown in  

Fig. 7-9. 

The function (Sigma (eV) = A × E + B) is used to describe the extra broadening in 

orbit as plotted in Fig. 7-10. 

 

Fig. 7-9 Extra broadening of the widths of Si, S and Fe plotted against time at different 

observation temperature. In the lower panel, the residuals of the fit are plotted against time for 

the lines of Si, S and Fe respectively. The differences between data and model are less than 10 eV 

(Li et al. 2020). 
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Fig. 7-10 A linear function is used to describe the extra energy broadening of LE at different 

energies. The fit errors of the extra broadening are small and thus ignored. The bottom panel 

shows the fit residuals (Li et al. 2020). 

7.2 Calibration of the effective areas 

The Crab has served as the primary calibration source for many hard X-ray 

instruments due to its brightness, relative stability, and simple power-law spectrum over 

the band from 1 to 100 keV (normalization factor is 8.76 keV-1 cm-2 s-1，photon index 

is 2.11, the neutral absorption parameter is 0.36×1022 cm-2). As a collimated telescope, 

Insight-HXMT has a high background level and does not suffer from pile-up, the Crab 

therefore remains the best choice for its calibration in the X-ray band covered by its 

three telescopes. 

After launch, when we use the new resolution to simulate the effective areas, there 

remain systematic residuals in the Crab spectrum. As plotted in panel (b) of Fig. 7-11, 

it shows the ratio of the net data to the Crab model. The ratio shows several features 

that indicate the inaccuracies in the simulation of the effective areas and the estimation 

of the background. The background levels of the three instruments are also plotted in 

panel (a) of Fig. 7-11. Finally, it is decided to use an empirical function f (E) to modify 

the simulated effective areas. We optimize the empirical function and make the 
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residuals in an acceptable level as shown in panel (c) of Fig. 7-11. The residuals are 

typically less than 2% in most energy bands. 

The systematic errors of HE, compared to the model of the Crab nebular, are less 

than 2% in 28–120 keV and 2%–10% above 120 keV. The systematic errors of ME are 

less than 1.5% in 10–35 keV. The systematic errors of LE are less than 1% in 1–7 keV 

except the Si K–edge (1.839 keV, up to 1.5%) and less than 2% in 7–10 keV. 

 

Fig. 7-11 Panel (a) are the background-subtracted Crab spectra measured by LE (Blue), ME 

(Green) and HE (Red, summed over 17 un-blinded detectors) and the black lines are the 

estimated background spectra for the three detectors. The lower panels (b) and (c) show the ratio 

of the data to the Crab model before and after the effective areas calibration (Li et al. 2020). 
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7.3 Calibration of PSF 

The PSF calibration of HE, ME and LE is completed using the in-orbit data from 

the small-area scan of Crab. Using the new PSF results, the systematic errors of HE, 

ME, LE are reduced from 14.8%, 3.8% and 5.7% to 1.8% 1.6% and 2.7%, respectively 

(as shown in Fig. 7-12). 

 

Fig. 7-12 Flux monitoring curves of Crab for the three instruments before and after the PSF 

calibration (Nang et al. 2020). 
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7.4 Calibration of the time accuracy 

The Crab Pulsar is used to calibrate the time system of Insight-HXMT. During the 

time when Crab is visible, joint observations have been made with the Xinjiang 

Observatory’s 25-meter radio telescope, the Yunnan Observatories’ 40-meter telescope, 

the Shanghai Tianma radio telescope, and the FAST radio telescope. Fig. 7-13 shows 

the timing residuals for different telescopes. The timing residuals obtained with Insight-

HXMT is consistent with those of other telescopes, indicating that its time system is 

accurate. The mean square root of HXMT’s residuals is 51 μs , showing that the 

absolute time accuracy of HXMT is better than 100 μs. 

 

Fig. 7-13 Timing residuals of Insight-HXMT, radio telescopes, and Fermi/LAT. The radio data 

come from Xinjiang Observatory’s 25-meter telescope and Yunnan Observatories’ 40-meter 

telescope. 
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8 Ground Segment 

8.1 Introduction 

This section is taken from Jia et al. (2018), Zhang et al. (2018) and Zhang et al. 

(2020a). The ground segment is one of the five major systems of the Insight-HXMT 

mission. It is divided into two branches: mission support branch and scientific 

application branch. The mission support branch includes: mission operation center, 

ground receiving center, data pre-processing and quick-look center, data archive 

management and release center, and the National Space Science Center of the Chinese 

Academy of Sciences is responsible for this branch. The scientific application branch 

includes: HXMT science operation center (HSOC), HXMT high level data production 

processing and calibration center (HDPC), HXMT science user center (HSUC) and 

HXMT science support center (HSSC), built and operated by the Institute of High 

Energy Physics, see Fig. 8-1. 

 

Fig. 8-1 the organization of HXMT’s ground segment 
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The observation proposals (annual proposals and ad hoc proposals) are collected 

by HSUC, and the scientific assessment and technical feasibility assessment are done 

by HSSC and HSOC, respectively. Next, HSOC will makes long-term and short-term 

observation plans for the approved proposals. The plans will be converted to satellite 

instructions and submitted to TT&C system by the Mission Operation Center, then 

uploaded onto the satellite for execution. 

After an observation is completed, the Ground Receiving Center is responsible for 

receiving data. After decoding, data is sent to Mission Operation Center, the data pre-

processing and quick-look center. The mission operation center monitors the working 

state of the satellite with the received data, and the data pre-processing and quick-look 

center generates primary data products. The satellite performance is analyzed and 

abnormal problems are handled by HSOC. Then various types of data are integrated to 

generate advanced data products by HDPC, which then archives and releases the data 

products. 

8.2 User Support and Service 

The Insight-HXMT website (http://www.hxmt.org) regularly releases some 

important notices or information about the ground segment, including: 

(1) Information related proposals: 

Call for proposals: including important timeline, notes, etc. 

(http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/proposal/index.jspx) 

Proposal submission: registered users can submit proposals on the website below. 

(http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/proposal.jspx) 

Auxiliary tools: Target Visibility Predictor, Observation Time Estimator, Bright 

source warning tool, and energy spectrum simulation and analysis tools. 

(http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/soft/soft.jspx) 

(2) Tasks and plans: 

http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/proposal/index.jspx
http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/proposal.jspx
http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/soft/soft.jspx
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Plan arrangement: long-term and short-term plans for observation tasks 

(http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/gcjh.jhtml). 

(3) Data release: 

Data downloading: includes data that have been publicly released or are still in 

proprietary period (http://hsuc.ihep.ac.cn/web). 

(4) Software downloading: includes HXMTDAS downloading, instructions of 

installing and using (http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/sjfx.jhtml). 

(5) Help desk: you can view frequently asked questions (FAQ), retrieve existing 

questions, and consult online (http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/faq.jhtml). 

8.3 Observation Planning 

HSOC formulates long-term and short-term observation plans according to the 

target (observation) ranking, observation time and constraints of the observation tasks, 

and sends them to the task operation center in time. 

(1) Long-term observation plan: According to the observation task and time 

allocation plan determined by the Scientific Committee, schedule all observations in a 

cycle, which is usually one year. 

(2) Short-term observation plan: detailed observation arrangements include: 

observation source information, satellite observation mode, payload working mode, 

satellite attitude requirements, maneuvering time, path planning, data storage and 

transmission arrangements, etc., with a period of less than one week. 

HSOC regularly publishes the long-term and short-term observation plan 

information to the website: http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/gcjh.jhtml. 

The scientific objectives of long-term and short-term observation plans mainly 

come from core proposals, guest proposals and ad hoc proposals. 

 

http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/gcjh.jhtml
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/sjfx.jhtml
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/faq.jhtml
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/gcjh.jhtml
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9 Proposals Collection and Observation Plans 

9.1 Proposal Classification 

The Insight-HXMT proposals include annual proposals and ad hoc proposals as 

shown in Fig. 9-1. For annual proposals, it consists of core proposals, guest proposals 

and calibration proposals. 

(1) Core proposals 

They core proposals are only submitted by the core science groups. The proposals 

should focus on the core science of Insight-HXMT, make full use of the advantages of 

the telescope, and are expected to produce important scientific results. It can include 

the non-ToO observations and ToO observations. 

(2) Guest proposals 

The guest program is open to the whole international scientific community and thus 

guest proposals can be submitted by everyone (e.g., no restriction to nationality or 

affiliation), supplementing the core scientific program of Insight-HXMT. It also can 

include the non-ToO observations and ToO observations. 

(3) Calibration proposals 

Calibration proposals can only be submitted by instrument teams and calibration 

& background teams. It includes calibration observations and background observations. 

(4) Ad hoc proposals 

They are mainly in response to alerts of scientific opportunities discovered by the 

science quick-look center, the outburst sources reported in Atels or by other equipment, 

as well as unplanned but needed calibration observations, which are not pre-approved 

during the call for proposals. 
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Fig. 9-1 HXMT proposal classification. 

9.2 Proposal Collection 

This AO is announced on the Insight-HXMT Website (http://www.hxmt.org), and 

observation proposals will be collected through the proposal collection interface before 

the due time (http: //proposal.ihep .ac.cn/proposal/index.jspx). 

After a proposal is submitted, the proposers can query the status of the proposal 

through the “Proposal list” on the application interface, including whether it has been 

submitted and passed the evaluation. 

After the collection period is over, the science user center will transfer the 

observation proposals (proposal database) to the science research support center and 

carry out the following proposal evaluation work. 

9.3 Proposal Evaluation 

Proposal evaluation is divided into two processes: technical evaluation and 

scientific evaluation. 

(1) Technical evaluation 

The HSOC will organize technical evaluations. A technical evaluation report for 

each proposed observation in each proposal will be provided, including the visibility, 

effective observation time, various constraints, etc. For all proposed observations in all 
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proposals, a comprehensive evaluation report (includes annual effective observation 

time, observation time required for the proposals, statistics on various proposals, 

proposals that may conflict with time requirements, etc.) will also be given. 

(2) Scientific evaluation 

Taking the results of the technical evaluation as reference, the scientific review 

panel evaluates the proposed observations and ranks them, focusing on the scientific 

value of the proposed observations. All accepted targets with observation requirements 

are ranked into A, B, C, and D grades. “A” will certainly be observed; “B” will most 

likely be observed; “C” might be observed depending on the available time allocation; 

and “D” will only be observed occasionally. If a conflict occurs, the observing priority 

will be assigned based on the ranking. Unobserved A targets will be automatically 

included in the observation plan of the next cycle. All unobserved B, C and D targets 

and untriggered ToO observations will not be automatically included in the observation 

program of the next cycle, but may be proposed again in the next cycle. 

The science research support center will feedback the evaluation results to the 

proposers, as well as make the results publicly available. The approved targets with 

observation requirements will be sent to the HSOC for observation scheduling. 

The processing flow for annual proposals is shown in Fig. 9-2, and the processing 

flow for ad hoc proposals is shown in Fig. 9-3. 

The processing of ad hoc proposals is led by the HSOC, and scientific assessment 

is completed by the scientific committee. 

After the annual proposal collection is over, only the ad hoc proposal collection 

interface will be open to the public. The processing flow of the ad hoc proposal is: 

(1) ToO and other ad hoc proposals are submitted through the website; 

(2) The reminder function of the ad hoc proposal database is set up. Once there is 

a new proposal, the relevant personnel of the HSOC will be notified by email and SMS; 
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(3) HSOC is responsible for the ad hoc proposal processing: 

For each proposed observation, HSOC will determine whether it is a pre-approved 

ToO observation firstly. If the ToO observation is pre-approved and its technical 

assessment is passed, the center will start to formulate a temporary observation plan for 

this observation. 

If it is not a pre-approved ToO observation, HSOC will carry out technical 

evaluation, and at the same time notify the scientific committee to carry out scientific 

assessment, and formulate a temporary observation plan after the proposed observation 

is approved, then feedback evaluation results to the proposer; 

(4) When necessary, HSOC coordinates MOC and TT&C system for an emergency 

TT&C channel, and sends the formulated temporary observation plan to MOC; 

(5) Post the temporary observation plan with relevant information to the website. 
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Fig. 9-2 the annual observation proposal processing flow. 
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Fig. 9-3 the ad hoc proposal processing flow. 
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10 Proposal Tools 

10.1 Basic requirements for Insight-HXMT observation proposals 

An observation proposal needs to include the following sections. 

(1) Title 

(2) List of proposers and collaborators 

(3) Author affiliation 

(4) Abstract 

(5) Observation request: it includes the observation mode (pointing or small area 

scan), the target information, the requirement of the exposure duration and observation 

constraints, et al. 

(6) Feasibility analysis of the target 

Upload the attachment of the feasibility analysis for EACH target. The template 

can be download here: http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/282.jhtml. 

(7) Proposal form 

Upload the attachment of the proposal. The template can be download here: 

http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/282.jhtml. 

Note: 

(1) The proposers should run the exposure estimation software to estimate the 

required exposure to reach certain detection significance. 

(2) The energy spectrum simulation analysis tool shall be used to estimate the 

required exposure to obtain the required quality of the energy spectrum; all necessary 

figures and tables shall be included. 

http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/282.jhtml
http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/282.jhtml
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(3) It is necessary to analyze how the proposed observation makes use of which 

unique capability or advantage of Insight-HXMT, and make comparison with other X-

ray telescopes currently in operation. 

(4) It is necessary to explain on how to effectively use all the three telescopes, i.e., 

LE, ME and HE. 

(5) For HE, the HV mode must be specified (the normal mode or low-gain mode, 

i.e., GRB mode). 

 

10.2 Target Visibility Predictor 

The Source Visibility Estimation Tool is provided for users to calculate the 

observation efficiency of Insight-HXMT, which can be accessed at: 

http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/TargetVisibilityPredictor  

This tool gives the time when a certain source can be observed in a selected time 

period. The development of this tool considers the following factors, which are 

described as follows: 

(1) Sun avoidance angle 

For Insight-HXMT, the sun avoidance angle is 70 to 180 degrees, that is, the angle 

between the direction of the HXMT and the sun must be greater than 70 degrees. 

(2) South Atlantic Anomaly 

When Insight-HXMT passes through the anomalous area of the South Atlantic, in 

order to avoid damage to the instrument, no scientific observation is performed during 

this period. 

(3) Block from the Moon 

http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/TargetVisibilityPredictor/
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The apparent angular diameter of the moon is 31′. Considering the field of view of 

Insight-HXMT, the avoidance angle of the moon is 6°; CXB and soft X-ray and visible 

light pollution are mainly considered. 

A screenshot of this tool is shown in Fig. 10-1. 

 

Fig. 10-1 Screenshot of Target Visibility Predictor Tool. 

10.3 Observation Time Estimator 

This tool is used to make a rough estimation of the exposure requirements for 

targets given the spectrum types and fluxes. The observation time estimator can be 

accessed at the following website: http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/soft/soft.jspx. 

The effective observation time is estimated based on the energy spectrum of the 

source, the effective area of the detector, and the estimated background. The 

observation times required to achieve a certain signal-to-noise ratio for the three 

detectors (HE, ME, LE) are obtained. There are currently two types of energy spectra 

supported: blackbody and power law. The output of this tool is the result of the 

conversion between exposure time and detection significance. It is used for the rough 
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estimation of the exposure requirements in the preparation of the Insight-HXMT 

proposal. The detailed exposure estimation can be obtained by using the following 

spectrum simulation analysis tool. A screenshot of this tool is shown in Fig. 10-2. 

 

Fig. 10-2 the screenshot of the analysis tool for exposure estimation. 

10.4 Bright source warning tool 

This tool is used to estimate whether any source near the observation target has an 

impact on the observation, and this tool can be accessed at the following website: 

http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/soft/soft2.jspx. 

The input of the bright source warning tool is: location of the target source, flux, 

observation time, and the field of view of detectors. The satellite attitude at the 

observation time is determined by the solar direction vector at the observation time. 

The source table is mainly from the Integral reference source table 

(http://www.isdc.unige.ch/integral/science/catalogue#Reference). This tool only 

considers the situation of three sets of small fields of view at different orientations for 

each detector, corresponding to the fields of view 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 10-3. For HE, only 

the field of view of 1.1°×5.7° is considered (see Chapter 3 for details). The tool 

calculates the ratio of the total counts of all other sources in field of view to the counts 

of the target source. 

http://www.isdc.unige.ch/integral/science/catalogue#Reference
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Only the total interference source count / target source count is less than 1/3 for the 

three sets of fields of view at the same time, the “Auto Avoid” considers the period as 

observable, otherwise it is considered as affected. “View interference source 

information” can view the name of the source near the target source, and the count rate 

in the high, medium, and low energy detectors. In “Update Date”, you can move 

forward or backward by a few days to see if interference can be avoided. The number 

of days must be an integer. 

 

Fig. 10-3 the screenshot of the bright source warning tool. 

10.5 Simulate the energy spectrum of a given exposure for a target source 

The energy bands are: LE: 1–10 keV, ME: 10–35 keV, HE: 28–250 keV. 
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Warning: Simulation should be made within the energy bands provided above. 

The fakeit tool in XSPEC of HEASOFT is used for the simulation. The response 

and background files are packaged in ‘user_spec_2020.zip’, the download website for 

which is http://proposal.ihep.ac.cn/soft/soft.jspx. The background spectra are in the 

‘bkg_fits’ directory of each instrument; the response files are in the ‘rsp’ directory of 

each instrument; the example scripts are in the ‘example’ directory. 

We now give an example on how to simulate an observation spectrum (background 

included) with a given exposure. To make the example simple, we assume there is no 

other source inside the FOV (field of view) of the target source. We further assume the 

spectrum model is a single power-law without interstellar absorption (the ‘powerlaw’ 

model in XSPEC with PhoIndex = 1.7 and norm = 10 photons keV-1 cm-2 s-1@1 keV). 

Step 0: copy the response and background files into the directory where the 

simulation will be made. 

Step 1: run XSPEC and establish the spectral model: 

Run XSPEC and type ‘mo po’ to establish the spectral model. Then type the value 

of each parameter according to the prompt. Finally type ‘save mo inputmodel.xcm’ to 

save the spectral model in a file with the name of ‘inputmodel.xcm’. The above process 

is shown in Fig. 10-4. Users can choose not to save the ‘inputmodel.xcm’ file, but to 

run fakeit next. The advantage of saving the ‘inputmodel.xcm’ file is that users need 

not to establish the spectral model every time when using it, but to type 

‘@inputmodel.xcm’ in XSPEC to load the spectral model easily. 
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Fig. 10-4 the process of establishing the spectral model of the target source. 

Since LE, ME, HE are slat-collimated instruments with large FOV, there might be 

other sources in the FOV of the target source. To estimate the effect of the nearby bright 

sources, please refer to Section 10.4. But it should be noticed that the intensity of those 

sources might be variable. If there are other bright sources in the FOV of the target 

source, they might be considered. 

Step 2: use ‘fakeit’ to simulate the spectrum 

Taking ME for example, if we want to simulate a spectrum with 10000 s net 

exposure, after step 1, we may type the sentence below in XSPEC: 

data none; 

Then type: 

fakeit ME_bg.fits & ME_rsp.rsp & ME.arf & y & & ME_tot.fak & 10000,1,10000; 

(Please note that typing ‘data none’ first can make sure there is no spectrum loaded 

when using fakeit. Otherwise, if there has been a spectrum loaded, for example, 
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previously faked spectrum generated by fakeit loaded automatically, fakeit will use the 

response files of that spectrum instead of the new one inputted by the fakeit sentence.) 

In the above fakeit sentence, ME_bg.fits is the background spectrum, while 

ME_rsp.rsp and ME.arf are the response files for ME (the website for downloading 

them is already provided at the beginning of this section. Please note that the actual 

effective area is included in ME_rsp.rsp, while the effective area in ME.arf is written 

as 1 instead. ). ‘y’ means counting statistics is used in creating fake data (the 

corresponding prompt is ‘Use counting statistics in creating fake data?’). Usually we 

choose ‘y’ for this prompt, because there is counting statistics in real observations. 

After running the above fakeit sentence, two simulated spectra are obtained. One 

is the total observed spectrum ‘ME_tot.fak’ (source and background are both included). 

The other is the estimated background spectrum ‘ME_tot_bkg.fak’ which is used to 

estimate the background in the total spectrum ‘ME_tot.fak’. Those two spectra are 

enough for users to do spectral analysis. They are the input total spectrum and the 

background spectrum when using XSPEC to fit the spectrum. It should be noticed that 

if the counts in each channel is not large enough for the need of XSPEC, users should 

rebin the spectra before fitting in XSPEC. 

Please pay attention!!! When fitting the spectrum, please use the correct energy band, 

which is listed at the beginning of this section!!! For example, for ME, you can type ‘ig 

**-10.0 35.0-**’, which will ignore the data below 10.0 keV and above 35.0 keV. Then 

the warning ‘Chi-square may not be valid due to bins with zero variance in spectrum 

number(s): 1’will disappear. However, you should not write ‘ig **-10 35-**’, which 

will ignore the data below channel 10 and above channel 35. 

Sometimes it is necessary to rebin the spectrum when using XSPEC to fit the 

spectrum. Users can rebin the spectrum by himself/herself. The GRPPHA software can 

also be used to rebin the spectrum. 
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In the above, we used ME to illustrate the simulation process. The simulation of 

HE or LE is similar to ME, except that their response and background files are different. 

It should be emphasized that HE has 17 detector modules, and their spectra are 

simulated separately. After the 17 spectra are simulated, users can fit them together in 

XSPEC. (HE has 18 detector modules in total with ID 0–17; however, the detector 

module with ID 16 has its FOV (field of view) covered, thus it does not observe the 

source). For ME and LE, the simulated spectrum is the total spectrum of the instrument. 

We provide example scripts for the simulation of HE, ME and LE, which are in the 

directory ‘example’ in ‘user_spec_2020.zip’ mentioned at the beginning of this section. 

Users can choose whether to use them or not. The scripts are written in TCL language. 

They can be executed by using ‘@’ in XSPEC. For example: 

XSPEC12>@ inputmodel.xcm 

XSPEC12>@HE.tcl 

10.6 Proposal Submission Tool 

10.6.1 Proposal collection website 

The “Proposal Call Announcement” will be published on the HXMT Website 

(http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/) publishes and the proposals will be collected through the 

Proposal Collection Interface (http://proposal.ihep.ac.en/proposal/index.jspx) before 

due time. 

10.6.2 Account management and permission 

Any proposal submission is managed by an account. Users in the Institute of High 

Energy Physics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences can log in directly with his/her 

email account and password in the institute. Users outside the institute need to register 

for an account, and log in through your account and complete the proposal submission 

following the instructions and requirements described above. 

http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/
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After the submission of a proposal, the proposers can check the proposal status 

through the “Proposal list” on the submission interface. Before the deadline, it can be 

modified or updated. 

After the call period ends, the science user center transfers the observation proposal 

(proposal database) to the science research support center for proposal evaluation. 

10.6.3 Proposal submission 

(1) In default, a proposer is logged in as a user and the proposal cannot be modified 

after the deadline. 

(2) Proposal information refers to the basic information of the proposal, including 

the title, abstract, target type, brief description of the scientific goal, and emergency 

level (for ToO). Target types are currently divided into six categories: active galaxy 

nuclei, X-ray binaries, pulsars, supernova remnants, diffuse sources, and other types. 

(3) Observation targets can be observed in pointing or small sky scanning 

observation mode. Observation fields for pointing observations include source name, 

source description, Ra, Dec, target energy band, high energy estimated photon flux, 

medium-energy estimated photon flux, low-energy estimated photon flux, effective 

observation time, number of observations, minimum observation time, and special 

requirements, etc. The observation fields of the small sky observation include the 

scanning area, the target energy band, Ra and Dec of the scanning center, and the 

scanning radius. 

(4) Upload the attachment of “template for feasibility analysis of each target” and 

the proposal form. The template can be download here:  

http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/282.jhtml 

 

Notices on the HE observation mode: 

http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/wd/282.jhtml
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Please be aware of the following notices when you deal with the HE proposals: 

(1) There are two gain modes in HE NaI/CsI detectors: Normal mode and Low 

Gain Mode. Gain mode will affect the measurement energy range of both NaI and CsI. 

Thus, which gain mode to be use should be explicitly specified and demonstrated. 

(2) Only pointed and scan observation mode could be selected for HE proposals. 

The gamma-ray all-sky monitoring of HE CsI is not open for proposals. 

As shown in section 3.2.2, gamma-ray all-sky monitoring can work no matter 

which observation mode (pointed or scan) HE works in, while the energy range of 

gamma-ray monitoring will be affected by the gain mode of HE NaI/CsI detectors (see 

3.2.3). However, the gain mode is primary determined by the requirement of NaI 

pointed or scan observation, with which most core sciences have been done. 

Data of GRBs that are found by the gamma-ray all-sky monitoring has been 

released routinely. 

(3) By default, only NaI data is released for HE proposals, for both pointed 

observation and scan observation. If CsI data is needed, please explicitly demonstrate 

the necessity of CsI data in the proposal. 

CsI has the same data format (i.e. event data) as NaI, but with a much larger data 

volume. It is strong recommended that users do not apply for CsI data unless they really 

need it. 
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http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2018ApJ...864L..30C
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2018SCPMA..61c1011L
https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie/10699/106991U/The-insight-HXMT-mission-and-its-recent-progresses/10.1117/12.2311835.full
https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie/10704/107041C/Insight-HXMT-science-operations/10.1117/12.2315175.full
https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie/10699/1069969/In-orbit-calibration-status-of-the-Insight-HXMT/10.1117/12.2315166.full
https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie/10709/107092K/The-readout-design-of-Si-PIN-detector-in-HXMT/10.1117/12.2311640.short?SSO=1
http://kns.cnki.net/KXReader/Detail?TIMESTAMP=637030434235980000&DBCODE=CJFD&TABLEName=CJFDLAST2018&FileName=HTGC201805032&RESULT=1&SIGN=dq0XKEMy4zvXVKZVsqizz0c6CnM%3d
http://kns.cnki.net/KXReader/Detail?TIMESTAMP=637030433820667500&DBCODE=CJFD&TABLEName=CJFDLAST2018&FileName=HTGC201805033&RESULT=1&SIGN=FnwnKiAude6CyWzxiWGt4VZM3b4%3d
http://kns.cnki.net/KXReader/Detail?TIMESTAMP=637030433054261250&DBCODE=CJFD&TABLEName=CJFDLAST2018&FileName=HTGC201805029&RESULT=1&SIGN=8duK9oomEy0201uaxkUaluGQv44%3d
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2017ApJ...848L..12A/abstract
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Abbott, B.P., Abbott, R., Abbott, T. D., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2017, ApJL, 

848, 12 

12.2 Accepted papers 

1) In-flight calibration of the Insight-Hard X-ray Modulation Telescope 

Li X.B., Li, X.F., Tan, Y., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, JHEAp, accepted 

2) Design and calibration of the high energy particle monitor onboard the Insight-

HXMT 

Lu, X.F., Liu, C.Z., Li, X.B., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, JHEAp, accepted 

3) The background model of the Medium Energy X-ray telescope of Insight-HXMT 

Guo, C.C., Liao, J.Y., Zhang, S., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, JHEAp, 

accepted 

4) The background model for the Low-Energy telescope of Insight-HXMT 

Liao, J.Y., Zhang, S., Chen, Y., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, JHEAp, accepted 

5) Switches between accretion structures during flares in 4U 1901+03 

Ji, L., Ducci, L., Santangelo, A., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, MNRAS, 

accepted 

6) A search for prompt gamma–ray counterparts to fast radio bursts in the Insight-

HXMT data 

Cristiano, C., Marongiu, M., Martone, R., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, A&A, 

accepted 

7) Discovery of delayed spin-up behavior following two large glitches in the Crab 

pulsar, and the statistics of such processes 

Ge, M.Y., Zhang, S.N., Lu, F.J., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, ApJ, accepted 
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8) Insight-HXMT Insight into switch of the accretion mode: the case of the X-ray 

pulsar 4U 1901+03 

Tuo, Y.L., Ji, L., Miharad, T., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, JHEAp, acceped 

9) Confirming the spin parameter of the black hole in Cygnus X-1 using the Insight-

HXMT 

Zhao, X.S., Dong, Y.T., Gou, L.J., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, JHEAp, 

accepted 

10) The evolution of the braking index of PSR B0540－69 after its spin-down rate 

transition  

Wang， L.J.， Ge， M.Y. et al. （Insight-HXMT team） 2020，MNRAS，

accepted 

12.3 Submitted papers 

1) Aperiodic X-ray flares discovered in black-hole transient MAXI J1820+070 with 

Insight-HXMT 

Wang, Y.N., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2019, submitted to ApJ 

2) The evolution of the broad-band temporal features observed in the black-hole 

transient MAXI J1820+070 with Insight-HXMT 

Wang, Y.N., Ji, L., Zhang, S.N., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, submitted to 

ApJ 

3) Insight-HXMT observations on Swift J0243.6+6124: the evolution of RMS pulse 

fractions at super-Eddington luminosity 

Wang, P.J., Kong, L.D., Zhang, S., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, submitted to 

MNRAS 

4) The Observation of the South Atlantic Anomaly with the Particle Monitors 
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onboard Insight-HXMT 

Zhao, H.S., Liu, C.Z., Li, X.Q., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, submitted to 

JHEAp 

5) Background model for the high energy telescope of Insight-HXMT 

Liao, J.Y., Zhang, S., Lu, X.F., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, submitted to 

JHEAp 

6) Calibration of the Instrumental Response of Insight-HXMT/HE CsI Detectors for 

Gamma-Ray Monitoring 

Luo, Q., Liao, J.Y., Xiong, S.L., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, submitted to 

JHEAp 

7) The jet-like corona in a black hole X-ray binary observed by Insight-HXMT 

You, B., Li, C.Z., Wang, W., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2019, submitted to Nature 

Astronomy 

8) Discovery of the highest energy oscillations in a black hole X-ray binary with 

Insight-HXMT 

Ma, X., Tao,L., Zhang, S.N., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2019, submitted to Nature 

Astronomy 

12.4 Insight-HXMT Special Issue in SCIENCE CHINA Physics, Mechanics & 

Astronomy 

1) Overview to the Hard X-ray Modulation Telescope (Insight-HXMT) Satellite 

Zhang, S.N., Li, T.P., Lu, F.J., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, Sci. China-Phys. 

Mech. Astron. 63, 249502 

2) The High Energy X-ray telescope (HE) onboard the Insight-HXMT astronomy 

satellite 
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Liu, C.Z., Zhang, Y.F., Li, X.F., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, Sci. China-Phys. 

Mech. Astron. 63, 249503 

3) The Medium Energy X-ray telescope (ME) onboard the Insight-HXMT astronomy 

satellite 

Cao, X.L., Jiang, W.C., Meng, B., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, Sci. China-

Phys. Mech. Astron. 63, 249504 

4) The Low Energy X-ray telescope (LE) onboard the Insight-HXMT astronomy 

satellite 

Chen, Y., Cui, W.W., Li, W., et al. (Insight-HXMT team) 2020, Sci. China-Phys. 

Mech. Astron. 63, 249505 
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13 Summary of AO-2 Observations 

In AO-02, the approved exposure durations for the non-ToO sources is about 12.3 

Ms, including 31 grade-A observations with ~5.5 Ms, 6 grade-B observations with ~0.5 

Ms effective observation time, 2 grade-C observations with ~1.5 Ms, and the Galactic 

plane scan with about ~4.8 Ms. Till now, about 7.7 Ms observations have been carried 

out, and according to the long-term plan of Insight-HXMT, all the above observations 

can be finished by the end of AO-02. In special cases, if a grade-A observations cannot 

be fully finished, it will be automatically postponed to AO-03. 

For the pre-approved ToO observations in AO-02, 12 of them have been triggered 

and observed by Insight-HXMT, including 5 grade-A observations, 6 grade-B 

observations and 1 grade-C observation, with 2.7 Ms exposure durations in total. 

Insight-HXMT also carried out 12 ad hoc ToO observations, with 2.3 Ms exposure 

durations in total. 

The observed sources by Insight-HXMT till Feb. 29th, 2020, is listed in the 

following table, and for more detailed information please visits the website, 

http://enghxmt.ihep.ac.cn/ygclb/278.jhtml.
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 Grade No. Source name RA DEC Proposal ID Target ID
Approved

time (ks)

Approved

frequency

Observation

time (ks)

Observation

frequency

1-21 Blank sky - - P0202041 21 sources 980 98 900 90

22 Cas A 23:23:24 58:48:54 P0202041 T020204123 800 8 800 8

23 Crab 05:34:31.940 +22:00:52.200 P0202041 T020204101 450 9 400 8

24 Crab scan 05:34:31.940 +22:00:52.200 P0202041 T020204126 600 24 550 22

25 Cen X-3 11:21:15.092 -60:37:25.628 P0201012 T020101219 500 10 350 6

26 GX 301-2 12:26:37.561 -62:46:13.260 P0201012 T020101231 400 10 400 8

27 GX 3+1 17:47:56.000 -26:33:49.000 P0205037 T020503701 20 1

28 M87 12:30:49.42 12:23:28 P0202041 T020204124 200 2

29 Sco X-1 16:19:55.069 -15:38:25.020 P0205034 T020503401 400 4 180 9

30 Tycho 00:25:13.99 64:08:40 P0202041 T020204125 100 1

31 Vela X-1 09:02:6.861 -40:33:16.896 P0201012 T020101266 1000 10 660 8

32-81 Galaxy plane scan - - P0201013 50 areas 4800 836 2900 524

1 GX 340+0 16:45:47.700 -45:36:40.000 P0205037 T020503702 20 1

2 GX 349+2 17:05:44.492 -36:25:23.050 P0205042 T020504201 100 1 110 4

3 OAO 1657-414 17:00:48.88 -41:39:21.46 P0205035 T020503503 200 1

4 Ser X-1 18:39:57.560 +05:02:9.600 P0205037 T020503703 20 1 20 1

5 SSDS_205100+304000_7 20:51:00  30:40:00 P0205014 T020501402 50 2 50 2

6 SSDS_085200-461200_7 08:52:00 -46:12:00 P0205014 T020501401 80 3 80 3

1 GX 17+2 18:16:1.389 -14:02:10.620 P0201012 T020101230 1500 10 200 7

2 PSR J2022+3842 20:22:21.689 38:42:14.82 P0203022 T020302201 60 3 90 3

12280 1035 7690 703

1 4U 1636-536 16:40:55.500 -53:45:5.000 P0201012 T020101212 600 - 50 5

2 Aql X-1 19:11:16.050 +00:35:5.800 P0201012 T020101216 600 - 290 27

3 Cir X-1 15:20:40.850 -57:10:0.100 P0201012 T020101220 700 - 210 21

4 Cyg X-1 19:58:21.676 +35:12:5.783 P0201012 T020101221 600 - 330 21

5 GS 1826-238 18:29:28.200 -23:47:49.000 P0201012 T020101229 600 - 45 1

6 Cyg X-2 21:44:41.154 +38:19:17.066 P0201012 T020101222 1000 - 85 6

7 Cyg X-3 20:32:25.780 +40:57:27.900 P0201012 T020101223 1000 - 360 23

8 GRO J1008-57 10:09:46.100 -58:17:31.000 P0201012 T020101226 1000 - 110 6

9 Her X-1 16:57:49.811 +35:20:32.487 P0201012 T020101237 400 - 550 2

10 SGR 1935+2154 19:34:55.598 +21:53:47.79 P0204025 T020402511 10 - 5 50

11 GRS 1915+105 19:15:11.55 +10:56:44.8 P0205033 T020503301 1000 - 140 3

C 12 MAXI J1348-630 13:48:12.840 -63:16:28.600 P0201012 T020101201 1000 - 520 29

8510 2695 194

1 MAXI J1348-630 13:48:12.840 -63:16:28.600 P0214002 T021400201 110 7

2 EXO 1846-031 18:49:16.93 -03:03:55.3 P0214050 T021405001 800 42

3 PKS 1502+106 15:04:25.0 +10:29:38.8 P0214051 T021405101 40 4

4 XTE J1739-28 17:39:53.95 -28:29:46.8 P0214054 T021405401 25 1

5 SWIFT J1845.7-0037 18:45:54.71 -00:39:34.3 P0214055 T021405501 140 7

6 IGR J19294+1816 19:29:55.904 +18:18:38.226 P0214056 T021405601 100 6

7 MAXI J0637-430 06:36:23.23 -42:52:04.25 P0214057 T021405701 400 18

8 CDFS 3:30:00 -28:06:00 P0211058 T021105801 40 6

9 DECam 22:20:48 -08:48:00 P0211058 T021105802 20 6

10 RX J0209.6-7427 02:09:34.537 -74:27:11.820 P0214059 T021405901 100 5

11 1A 0535+262  05:38:54.575 +26:18:56.839 P0214060 T021406001 340 15

12 FRB 180916.J0158+65 01:58:00 +65:44:00 P0214062 T021406201 130 1

13 GRB 200205A 08:40:55 -35:24:46.0 P0214063 T021406301 100 1

2345 119

-

Normal

sources

Pre-approved

ToO

ToO

A

B

C

A

B

- -
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